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Over the last fifteen years multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) have been applied to a wide range of 
non-linear modelling problems in industrial, medical or financial applications. System reliabil-
ity and usability are increased if predictions are supported by an associated confidence measure 
(CM). Several approaches to prediction confidence estimation have been reported. However, 
the problem of applying and assessing the performance of these techniques in real applications 
has not been the subject of detailed study. 
Therefore, the primary aim of this thesis is to study existing CM methods and assess their 
practicability and performance in harsh real-world environments. The motivation for this work 
was a real industrial application - the development of a paper curl prediction system. Curl is an 
important paper quality parameter that can only be measured after production. The available 
data were sparse and were known to be corrupted by possibly gross errors. Furthermore, it was 
suspected that data noise was not constant over input space. 
Three approaches were identified as suitable for use in real-world applications: maximum like-
lihood (ML), the approximate Bayesian approach and the bootstrap technique. These methods 
were initially compared using a standard CM performance evaluation method, based on estim-
ating the prediction interval coverage probability (P1 CP). It was found that the P1 CP metric 
can only gauge CM performance as an average over the input space. However, local CM per-
formance is crucial because a CM must associate low confidence with high data noise/low data 
density regions and high confidence with low noise/high data density regions. Moreover, eval-
uating local performance could be used to gauge the input-dependency of the noise in the data. 
For this reason, a new CM evaluation technique was developed to study local CM perform-
ance. The new approach, called classification of local uncertainty estimates (CLUES), was 
then used for a new comparison study, this time in the light of local performance. Three main 
conclusions were reached: the noise in the curl data was found to have input-dependent vari-
ance, the approximate Bayesian approach outperformed the other two in most cases, and the 
bootstrap technique was found to be inferior to both ML and Bayesian methods for data sets of 
input-dependent data noise variance. 
In principle, the techniques used in this thesis may also be applied to classification tasks as well 
as other real-world modelling applications with sparse, noisy data sets. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and thesis overview 
1.1 Artificial neural networks and prediction confidence 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-linear statistical tools which can be used for solving 
complex problems in fields such as medical condition monitoring [1-3], forecasting [4-8], 
or prediction and process control [9-14]. An important issue for every automatic prediction 
or control system is the estimation of the reliability or confidence associated with the system 
output. Accompanying a network output with a confidence estimate can significantly increase 
system reliability and usability in real-world applications. 
1.2 Solving real problems with ANNs 
There exist two basic types of neural network learning: 
• Supervised learning where the desirable answer (target) is known. 
• Unsupervised learning where there are no clearly defined targets and the goal may instead 
be the modelling of the data probability density or the discovery of clusters in the data. 
This thesis examines the issue of confidence estimation for multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), 
a particular category of supervised neural networks. MLPs are non-linear, statistical models 
widely used for problem solving in a variety of real applications. The main advantage of MLPs 
as modelling tools is their ability to infer the input-output mapping directly from the data, i.e. 
no additional knowledge about the form of the mapping is necessary. 
Supervised learning problems can be further divided into regression and classification tasks. A 
regression task involves the estimation of some function from a set of possibly noisy, input-
target examples. In classification tasks the goal is to classify input patterns as belonging to 
a number of predefined classes by determining the appropriate decision boundaries. In this 
thesis, regression tasks are discussed but all the methods can be adapted for classification tasks 
as well. 
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1.3 Prediction confidence 
A conventional MLP employed in a regression task would typically output a single prediction 
when presented with a previously unseen input pattern. In real situations, the user of such a sys-
tem must then decide (based on his/her experience) if the network prediction should be trusted 
or not. The usability of such systems is therefore limited because spurious predictions cannot 
be distinguished from predictions based on the information contained in the training data. It 
is therefore highly desirable to provide an automatic confidence estimate associated with the 
network prediction. This can be done by incorporating a confidence measure (CM) component 
in the system design. A confidence measure is an estimate of the reliability associated with the 
network prediction. 
Confidence estimation for regression tasks typically involves the estimation of some error 
bounds or intervals around the network prediction [15-17]. Alternatively, a confidence in-
dex (e.g. valid-invalid prediction) can be used to discard input patterns that originate from input 
space regions not represented in the training data [18]. 
This thesis mainly examines the formulation of reliable prediction intervals [17, 19,20] around 
the network solution. The issue of identifying inputs originating from regions not represented 
in the training data, i.e. novel inputs, is also briefly examined. Prediction intervals are error 
bars within which the true target is known to lie with a given probability. They are sometimes 
confused with confidence intervals (see fig. 1.1) within which the true regression is known to lie 
with a given probability. In this thesis prediction intervals are mainly considered because a real 
prediction system effectively predicts the targets (i.e. noisy values) rather than the noise-free 
regression function. These concepts are defined and discussed in detail in chapters 2 and 4. 
1.4 The original project goals 
The motivation for this work comes from the development of a neural network system for 
the prediction of paper curl [21,22]. Curl, a tendency of the paper to be non-flat, is an im-
portant paper quality parameter that can only be measured after production. High curl results 
in customer dissatisfaction and waste of plant and engineering time [22]. Curl prediction is 
a multi-dimensional, non-linear regression problem [21]. The existing prediction system has 
been successfully tested in the Tullis-Russell paper-making plant, the company that provided 
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Figure 1.1: Confidence and prediction intervals. Graph (a) shows the confidence intervals (Us) for 
an one-dimensional regression task solved with a neural network. Graph (b) shows the 
prediction intervals (Pis) for the same task and network. Note that the prediction intervals 
are wider since they include uncertainty due to the noise in the data as well as due to 
the inaccuracies of the neural network Confidence intervals, on the other hand, are only 
concerned with uncertainty due to the network. These concepts will be discussed in detail 
in chapters 2 and 4. 
the data set. The curl prediction system uses 10 parameters of the paper manufacture process 
as inputs and predicts the value of curl before production is completed. However, the sys-
tem employs a simplistic approach to confidence estimation which is unlikely to give accurate 
results. 
Although there exist many confidence estimation techniques for MLPs, the issue of assessing 
and comparing these techniques under real circumstances has received little systematic study. 
Therefore, the original goal of this project was to investigate existing methods for confidence 
estimation in neural networks and identify and compare methods appropriate for use in the curl 
estimator. It was expected that this would help determine the most appropriate confidence es-
timation approach to be incorporated in the curl estimation system. Moreover, this study would 
be of a more general interest because its conclusions should be applicable to other applications 
similar to the curl task. 
It must be stressed that the aim of this comparison study is not to determine the theoretically 
best confidence estimation technique. Instead the focus is on methods that can be pragmatically 
applied to the curl task and possibly other similar industrial applications. Such methods must 
take into account the practical limitations imposed on any industrial system. Apart from the 
limited available budget and computer power, the final system must be easily retrained by non-
experts. This is necessary since conditions in the paper-making plant may change with time 
rendering the system obsolete. Moreover, the training time must be reasonably short (although 
this requirement can be relaxed since training can be performed off-line) and the "query" time 
3 
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(i.e. the time needed for the system to produce an answer once presented with an input pattern) 
must be reasonably small. 
These practical issues may seriously affect the usability and thus acceptance of an automatic 
control system by the industry. Therefore, the ideal method should not be too computationally 
demanding. Naturally, as technology progresses and more powerful computers become avail-
able at a lower price, more advanced techniques can be used to solve real-world problems. The 
conclusions and choices in this thesis take into account the situation in the market as it was 
during the course of this work. 
1.5 Project evolution 
As the initial literature survey progressed, it became clear that the choice of a confidence es-
timation approach conditions, or is equivalent to, a choice of network training and regression 
estimation approach. Therefore, in practice, the two issues, regression and confidence estim-
ation, should be viewed in tandem. However, this thesis focuses on the issue of confidence 
estimation, i.e. an extensive study of the generalization capabilities of each method is not in-
cluded. 
In the first stage of this work, the methods appropriate for use in a real neural network system 
were identified and a comparison study of these techniques was performed. This first compar-
ison study used the prediction interval coverage probability (P1 CP) [15, 16,20], a commonly 
used approach to assessing CM performance. An important modelling decision is whether to 
model the variance of the noise inherent in the data as constant or dependent on the inputs. 
Comparing both approaches on artificial data it was found that the P1 CP metric is not sensitive 
to the adopted assumption. In other words, no improvement in terms of P1 CP occurs when 
the adopted assumption about data noise variance matches the actual input-dependency of data 
noise. This is because the P1 CP can only assess the quality of the confidence estimate as an 
average over the entire input space, rather than locally. 
A confidence estimation technique should yield accurate confidence estimates in all input space 
regions, in other words, locally good CM performance is crucial. Therefore, it became appar-
ent that the P1 CP is inadequate and a new CM performance evaluation technique should be 
developed. The new technique should be sensitive to local rather than global CM performance. 
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After these issues were identified, the rest of this work was conducted with the following aims: 
• Development of a confidence measure evaluation method that quantifies the local quality 
of the confidence estimate. 
• Repeat of the comparison study using the new method. 
No other region-dependent approach to CM performance evaluation has been reported in the 
literature. The method, once developed, was used to investigate the following issues: 
The input-dependency of the noise in the curl data. 
. The effect of including or not the data noise variance estimate as a weighting term in the 
learning rate of the regression network weights. 
The over-arching aim of this study was, therefore, to examine the relationship between the char-
acteristics of data, the neural training approach and the optimal confidence estimation technique 
for practical applications. 
1.6 Thesis structure and overview 
At a first level, this work is a comparison study of three commonly used approaches to con-
fidence estimation. The performance of these techniques is assessed using artificial as well as 
the real curl data. The comparison study is performed at first using the PT CP metric, a con-
ventional confidence measure evaluation technique. The failure of this method to assess local 
performance is demonstrated and the need for a new approach justified. Subsequently, a new 
comparison approach is developed and the confidence estimation techniques are reevaluated 
and compared in the light of local performance. Therefore, on a different level, this work can 
be viewed as a criticism of the P1 CP metric which led to the formulation of an alternative, 
region-dependent, CM evaluation metric. 
The rest of this thesis is therefore structured as follows: 
• Chapter 2 presents a review of the problem of confidence estimation for MLPs and de-
scribes available confidence estimation techniques for neural networks. 
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• Chapter 3 investigates the issue of detecting novel inputs. Such inputs should be assigned 
very low confidence or even be discarded because they originate from input space regions 
which are not represented in the training data. The ability of estimates of model uncer-
tainty variance to identify novel inputs is investigated and compared to that of a data 
density measure. 
• Chapter 4 reviews existing methods for evaluating confidence estimation performance. 
The P1 CP metric, a commonly used method, is then employed for a first comparison of 
the considered techniques using both artificial and real data sets. A novel comparison 
study is presented treating data noise variance as a function of the inputs. 
• Chapter 5 describes the new approach to confidence estimation evaluation. This method 
measures performance locally rather than globally over the entire input space. Results of 
comparative studies using this approach are presented for artificial and real data. 
• Finally, chapter 6 provides a summary of the thesis and states the final conclusions and 
possible future work in the field. 
Chapter 2 
Background to confidence estimation 
for MLPs 
2.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in chapter 1, this work focuses on regression tasks since the curl estimation 
task was originally defined as a regression task. All presented methods can be adapted for 
classification tasks as well, however, the details are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Existing approaches to confidence estimation for neural networks can be divided into methods 
originating from non-linear regression theory [15,23-25], maximum likelihood theory [26-28], 
Bayesian statistics [17,29-32] and bootstrap methods [2, 19, 33].  All these methods compute 
prediction uncertainty by estimating the variance of the target or output probability distribution. 
Therefore, it is necessary to assume that the target and output distributions take some convenient 
form (e.g. Gaussian). 
There exists a different approach to confidence estimation which employs the probability dens-
ity function (PDF) of the training data to identify input patterns that significantly differ from 
the training data. This process is called novelty detection [18] and is discussed in chapter three 
as it is unrelated to the other methods but necessary for the final confidence estimation system. 
This chapter 
• introduces some basic terminology, symbolism and concepts used in the rest of the thesis, 
• introduces the basic assumptions adopted in this study, necessary for the confidence es-
timation methods, 
• introduces the considered confidence estimation techniques and justifies why other meth-
ods were not considered as candidates. 
The chapter is organised as follows: 
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Section 2.2 introduces the regression estimation problem using MLPs. 
Section 2.3 discusses the sources of uncertainty contributing in the total uncertainty associated 
with MLP predictions. 
Section 2.4 introduces the considered approaches to neural network training and confidence 
estimation. 
Section 2.5 discusses committees of networks and their effect on uncertainty. 
2.2 Regression using MLPs 
This section introduces some basic terminology and issues concerning MLPs and regression 
problems. Some of these issues, like network training and model architecture selection, are 
major subjects of ongoing research. Such issues are only briefly introduced in order to put the 
approach used in this thesis in context with other alternative methods. 
2.2.1 Training data 
In a non-linear regression task the available data set V consists of N examples of input-
target pairs (x, Vi ), n = 1, ..., N. For simplicity, one-dimensional targets are considered 
in this thesis. When the target is multi-dimensional all methods apply directly to each output 
separately if there is no covariance between the outputs'. However, in the curl problem as 
well as other similar applications, the output is one-dimensional. Therefore, considering one-
dimensional targets suffices for the aims of this work. The target is assumed to be connected 
with the input through a non-linear, smooth function 1(x) plus some additive noise e. Thus, 
target t is given as 
tTi = Ax n) + e 	 (2.1) 
The error component e is due to noise inherent to the data. For example, it can be due to errors 
in the measurement of the output or human error during data collection. 
Typically, training data are pre-processed before used to train a neural network. Likewise, 
1 For a treatment of the multi-variate output case using the full variance-covariance matrix see [28]. 
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network outputs may be post-processed (to remove the effect of pre-processing) before presen-
ted to the user. Data pre-processing significantly simplifies network training. It may involve 
normalization, encoding of categorical variables, feature extraction [34], principal components 
analysis (PCA) [35] and dimensionality reduction. 
2.2.2 Network architecture 
A neural network model based on the MILP architecture can be used to estimate function f(x). 
In general a number of different architectures should be tried before the optimum is selected. 
This process is known as model selection and is a major subject of research. A number of 
algorithms have been proposed to simplify model selection. These include network pruning 
[36-38] or growing algorithms [39,40], as well as Bayesian model comparison methods based 
on evaluation of the evidence for the model [34,41]. 
For simplicity, in this thesis, the architecture is restricted to two-layer networks (see fig. 2.1) 
with units of logistic sigmoid activation function. The logistic sigmoid function is given by [34] 
1 
g 	1 + exp(—x) 	
(2.2) 
Therefore, the activation (output) of hidden unit j is given by 
y(x) = g(wjjxj) 	 (2.3) 
where M is the number of input parameters, wjj is the weight of the connection between input 
i and hidden unit j, and x = { x1, ..., XM} is the input vector. Biases have been included in 
the sum by introducing units with activation fixed at +1. In a regression network, the output 
unit usually has a linear activation function. Therefore, the output of a two-layer network with 
hidden units of sigmoidal activation and linear output unit is given by 
y(x;w) = 	wjyj(X) 	 (2.4) 
where K is the number of hidden units and wj is the weight of the connection between hidden 
unit j and the output unit. The total number of weights W (counting biases as weights) in this 





It has been shown that a two-layer MLP with sigmoidal hidden units is a universal approximator 
[42,43]. That is, it can approximate arbitrarily well any continuous functional mapping from 
a finite dimensional space to another. Thus, by considering two-layer architectures no loss of 
generality occurs. Moreover, in this case, model selection reduces to choosing the optimum 





Figure 2.1: The two-layer MLP architecture. For regression tasks the hidden units have sigmoid ac-
tivation while the output unit linear activation function. In general the input and hidden 
layers are fully connected. Only part of the connections are shown in the graph for clarity. 
2.2.3 Network training 
A neural network trained on data set V learns to output y(x; *) the network estimate of the 
true regression function f(x). Vector * contains the estimated weight values. Effectively the 
network generalizes over the noise in the data to obtain an estimate of the true input-target 
relationship. Neural networks are trained using some non-linear optimisation technique, such 
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as gradient descent (also known as steepest descent) [34]. Initially the weights are assigned 
some random values and the algorithm seeks to minimise the error function with respect to the 
weights. The most common error function for regression learning is the sum-of-squares error 
or mean squared error (MSE) 
E(w) = 	 [t - y(xTh; w )] 2 	 (2.6) 
Choosing the parameters by minimising this error function corresponds to minimising the 
squares of the vertical deviations of the network function from the targets [t - y(x; w)] 2 , 
n = 1, ...,,N. In statistical theory, this approach to parameter estimation is known as least 
squares [44]. 
The training algorithm uses the derivatives of the error function with respect to the weights to 
compute the steepest direction and then takes a step towards this direction by appropriately 
perturbing the weight values. The derivatives of the error with respect to the weights can 
be calculated using the error back-propagation algorithm [45].  In practice this procedure is 
susceptible to the choice of initial weights and must be repeated several times until a satisfactory 
solution is reached. Moreover, the size of the step (towards the optimum direction), called 
learning rate must be set beforehand. There exist various modifications of the algorithm that 
seek to alleviate these disadvantages. These include the addition of a momentum term [46] or the 
bold driver technique [47,48] which seeks to set the learning rate and momentum parameters 
automatically. More principled alternatives include line search [49,50], conjugate gradients 
[51,52], quasi-Newton or variable metric methods [48,53,54] and the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm [55, 56]. In most of these methods learning is viewed as a two-stage procedure. First, 
the optimum direction of error decrease is determined and then the optimum step size is chosen. 
In the simplest case, the optimum direction can be the steepest direction, found using gradient 
information and back-propagation. Alternatively, more complex techniques, such as conjugate 
gradients or variable metric, can be used. The simplest way of determining the optimum step 
along the determined direction of move is to try several steps of varying sizes and stop when 
the error starts to increase [57].  More efficient line search methods like the Brent algorithm 
[50, 58] provide a better alternative. 
In general, the error function of a neural network solving a complex problem may have more 
than one minimum - not counting multiple minima due to network symmetries. Thus, the 
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training procedure may actually reach a local minimum instead of a global one. Moreover, 
even if the global minimum is found, the obtained weight values * are still estimates of the 
optimum values w due to the fact that a finite and typically small data set is used. Therefore, 
the network output is only an estimate of the true regression due to the incomplete data set (not 
all possible input-output pairs are available) and the inefficiencies of the network architecture 
selection and training procedures. Even assuming that the network architecture is a good fit to 
the problem the training algorithm still introduces uncertainty. 
In practice, training is usually stopped before a minimum on the training set is reached to avoid 
overfitting, i.e. learning the noise rather than the smooth function 1(x). Various techniques 
such as using a validation set for early-stopping or introducing a regularization term in the 
error can be used to avoid overfitting. 
A validation set is a set of data which has not been used for training the network. This set can 
be used to compute an unbiased error estimate (i.e. different from the training error), called 
validation error. Training can be stopped when the validation error starts to increase. The 
drawback of this approach is that the available data must be divided in three subsets, which are 
used for training, validating and testing the final network respectively. As these three subsets 
must be of similar size, a high proportion of the available data is not used for training. This 
problem can be alleviated using cross-validation [59-61]. In cross-validation the data set is 
divided in S subsets and training is repeated S times, each time using one subset for validation 
and the remaining data for training. The error is then averaged over the S tries 2 . Thus, a high 
proportion of the data (1 - uS) is still used for training. However, this procedure requires 
training to be repeated S times. 
A regularization term can be added to the error function to encourage smoother network map-
pings and thus prevent the occurrence of overfitting. The most common form of regularization 
is weight decay [46]. Weight decay is based on the observation that weights must be assigned 
small values for the network mapping to be smooth. Small weight values can be encouraged by 
including in the error function a penalty term proportional to the square of the weight values. 
For example, if the mean-squared error function is used, the total error including the regulariz- 
2 Note that cross-validation may also be used as an alternative committee formation technique. See section 2.5. 
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ation term is given by 
C(w) = 	[tTh - y(x; w)]2 + 	 (2.7) 
where it is assumed that the value of the regularization parameter a 1, is the same for all weights 
w. In general, each weight or family of weights can be assigned a different regularization 
parameter. It has been shown that using weight decay can lead to significant improvement in 
generalization performance [62]. 
2.3 Sources of uncertainty in MLP predictions 
Neural network predictions suffer uncertainty due to inaccuracies of the training data and to the 
limitations of the model. As mentioned in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 the training set is typically 
noisy - i.e. the available target values are corrupted by errors - and incomplete (not all possible 
input-output examples are available). The iterative optimisation algorithm used to train the net-
work gives rise to a second source of uncertainty, which is manifested as model misspecification 
(e.g. weight value misspecification). 
This section presents the sources of uncertainty associated with MLP predictions in more detail. 
The assumptions used in the rest of this thesis are also presented. Finally, a discussion of the 
validity of these assumptions with respect to the curl data is given. 
2.3.1 Data Noise 
All real data sets contain measurement errors called data noise. In general, both inputs and 
target can be noisy. Regression using noisy inputs [63,64] is a difficult task beyond the scope 
of this work. In this thesis the inputs are assumed correct and only noise associated with the 
targets is considered (see eq. (2.1)). Section 2.3.4 explains why this assumption is not expected 
to significantly degrade confidence estimation for the curl task. 
Typically, in non-linear regression problems such as the curl problem the additive errors are 
assumed to be independently and identically distributed [15, 16,23]. This means that each 
error e, ii = 1, ..., N is independent of each other and they all have the same distribution. The 
most commonly used distribution is the normal or Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 
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variance a which may be constant or dependent on the inputs. For small data sets, a Student's 
t distribution may give more accurate error representation [33, 65]. In the rest of this thesis the 
variance of the noise in the data is referred to as data noise variance or simply noise variance. 
Data noise variance is commonly taken to be constant over input space. However, in complex 
neural networks applications this assumption will often be incorrect. According to [66], cases 
of data of non-constant variance (heteroscedasticily, in statistical parlance) may arise due to 
the use of averaged data, 
variances depending on the means or input variables, 
different sources of data e.g. different observers, sites, etc or 
the presence of outliers, i.e. a small number of data corrupted by very large errors. 
In such cases, data noise variance may be seriously misjudged if the erroneous, constant vari-
ance assumption is used. As far as the curl data are concerned, it is suspected that conditions 
2 and 3 may apply. Condition 2 may arise due to the method used to measure curl, while con-
dition 3 may apply because the curl data set contains patterns of different paper grade. In this 
thesis, both noise variance assumptions are considered for the curl data. 
2.3.2 Uncertainty associated with the model 
Data noise is not the only uncertainty source. The neural network algorithm itself introduces 
uncertainty due to model misspecification and inefficiencies of the training method 3 . A network 
trained on a finite data set learns a better representation of the data in regions of high input 
data density as it can only learn to represent information contained in the training set [18]. 
Moreover, because of the nature of the training algorithm, there is no guarantee that the weight 
values correspond to the global minimum of the error function. Even if the global minimum 
is found the solution will not necessarily be the optimum because the finite training set only 
partly describes the true data generating mechanism. In the rest of the thesis, the uncertainty 
due to the model is called model uncertainty. Model uncertainty implies that the network output 
3 Gross model misspecification error (arising e.g. when not enough hidden units are used or when gross overfit-
ting has occurred) is not considered, i.e. the network architecture is assumed to be optimised. 
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should be viewed as probabilistic. The output distribution can be considered again Gaussian 4 
or Student's ([16, 19, 30] with mean equal to the most probable output and variance a, (x), 
referred to as model uncertainty variance. 
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Figure 2.2: The output of an MLP trained on an one-dimensional artificial problem (shown in (a)) 
and the associated model uncertainty variance estimates using: (b) the approximate delta 
method and (c) the bootstrap method. Networks of 2, 4 and 6 hidden units have been used 
to model the regression. The methods used to obtain the model uncertainty estimates are 
described in the following sections. 
Effectively, model uncertainty is due to the difference y(x) - f(x), i.e. the uncertainty in 
learning the true regression [19]. For MLPs, if the number of hidden units is assumed to 
be optimum, the error y(x) - f(x) can be attributed to error in the inferred weight values 
* - w (e.g. [23]). Therefore, in this case, model uncertainty is mainly due to weight value 
misspecification. As explained in [18] weight value estimates are less accurate in low data 
density regions. Therefore, model uncertainty should increase in regions of small data density. 
In practice, the estimate of model uncertainty variance increases in low PDF regions as the 
4 A theoretical justification for the use of the Gaussian distribution is given by the central limit theorem [34] 
according to which the mean of M random variables tends to be normally distributed, in the limit as M tends to 
infinity. 
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number of hidden units increases. This is because, for the same amount of data, the number of 
well determined weights (i.e. weights whose value is determined by the data) decreases as the 
total number of weights increases. This is illustrated in fig. 2.2 using one-dimensional artificial 
data and networks of 2, 4 and 6 hidden units. Although the output of the three networks is very 
similar (see fig. 2.2 (a)), the model uncertainty variance estimates, shown in fig. 2.2 (b) and 
(c), are generally higher for larger number of hidden units. This effect is particularly evident in 
regions of low data density. This issue is not investigated here in depth as it is assumed that the 
most appropriate network architecture has already been determined by examining generaliza-
tion performance. The methods used to estimate model uncertainty variance will be described 
in detail in section 2.4. 
2.3.3 Total prediction uncertainty 
In this work the Gaussian distribution is used to model both data noise and model uncertainty 
distributions for reasons of simplicity and uniformity. As mentioned previously, a Student's t 
distribution should be used in a real system implementation to obtain more accurate results for 
finite data sets. The one-dimensional Gaussian distribution is given by 
1 
	I (x_,t)2) exp P (x) = _____ - 2a2 1 	 (2.8) 
where p is the mean and a 2 is the variance of the distribution. For convenience, a Gaussian 
distribution with mean j and variance a 2 is denoted by N (ji, a 2 ). 
Since both sources of uncertainty are modelled as Gaussian distributions, uncertainty can be 
estimated by estimating the variances a 2  and a of the two distributions. Because * - w (the 
difference between estimated and optimum weight values) and e (the data noise component) are 
statistically independent [19,23,67] the total prediction variance is given by the sum of their 
variances 
aDTAL = a + a 	 (2.9) 
In section 2.4 various methods for estimating or 2  and a are presented. 
In certain applications, such as electric load forecasting [14] or engine calibration [68] for 
which a relatively large data set is available, estimation of model uncertainty variance is some- 
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times omitted. This is because it can be assumed that the high data density ensures that uncer-
tainty due to model misspecification is negligible compared to uncertainty due to data noise. 
Moreover, the nature of these applications is such that all new input patterns must originate 
from regions represented in the training data. However, in problems such as the curl task, 
where the data set is limited and the system operator can manually vary the input parameters, it 
is essential to estimate both a 2  and a in order to obtain a complete confidence estimate. 
2.3.4 Uncertainty in curl prediction 
As far as the curl data are concerned, it is known that the targets are corrupted by errors [21,22]. 
In [21] it was found that there are few or no gross outliers in the curl data. However, that work 
used an older data set which is not used in this thesis. 
Moreover, the curl data are very sparse. In this thesis, two curl sets are used for training, 
comprising 369 and 448 patterns and having 8 and 11 inputs respectively. These are particularly 
sparse data sets, because the quantity of training data needed to describe a mapping grows 
exponentially with the number of input parameters. This is known as the curse of dimensionality 
[69]. Therefore, estimation of both data noise and model uncertainty is crucial for the curl 
estimation system. 
In this work, data noise and model uncertainty are assumed to be governed by a Gaussian 
distribution. In practice, a Student's t distribution should be used. However, even at distribution 
may not describe accurately the complex processes involved in paper manufacture. There exist 
advanced methods for computing the actual output distribution without the need to assume a 
distribution form. These include the hybrid Monte Carlo techniques described in section 2.4.3 
or advanced bootstrap algorithms mentioned in section 2.4.4. However, it will be shown that 
such methods present a number of problems from a practical point of view. Therefore, the use 
of a Gaussian or Student's t distribution is a satisfactory alternative for the output distribution 
of the curl estimator. 
Likewise, data noise variance is modelled by a Gaussian (or Student's t) distribution of constant 
or input-dependent variance. This is an improvement over the initial modelling attempts [21, 
22] in which only constant data noise variance was considered. 
Finally, it is known that the value of some of the input parameters may suffer uncertainty due 
to inaccurate measurement. For example, porosity is measured by a human operator. All other 
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parameters used for curl prediction are either set by an operator or measured automatically by 
a computer (see appendix B). An outlier in the explanatory (input) parameters or high-leverage 
point can significantly deteriorate generalization performance in linear regression models [21, 
70]. This issue was addressed in [21] where it was found that high-leverage points are not a 
serious problem in MLP regression as they only cause local overfitting problems. Therefore, 
the assumption that input values are correct is not likely to significantly influence confidence 
estimation for the curl task. 
2.4 Confidence estimation methods for ANNs 
In this section the considered confidence estimation techniques are presented. The focus is 
on the algorithmic and qualitative differences and merits of each technique. Other confidence 
estimation techniques, which were not eventually considered as candidates, are also briefly 
presented and the reasons for their exclusion are explained. 
A fairly common approach to confidence estimation is to treat the noise inherent to the data as 
Gaussian with a constant variance o and use Maximum Likelihood (ML) and the delta method 
(a variant of linearization [15]) to obtain estimates of the data noise variance or 2  and model 
uncertainty variance a respectively [20]. In [27] a method for obtaining an input-dependent 
estimate of o3 using ML is presented. The traditional network architecture is extended and a 
new set of hidden units is used to compute &2  (x), the network estimate for data noise variance. 
This may lead to considerable improvement in real applications, where the data noise level 
is not constant. The so-called Evidence Framework (EF) approximation to the Bayesian ap-
proach can be used to obtain predictions and uncertainty measures treating data noise variance 
as constant [29, 30,32] or allowing it to be a function of the inputs [17]. EF uses a Gaus-
sian approximation to the posterior to avoid time-consuming Monte-Carlo integration over the 
weight space, required by the exact Bayesian approach [71]. Finally, the bootstrap technique 
can be used to obtain estimates of both regression and model uncertainty variance [33]. In [19] 
the bootstrap algorithm is extended and an input-dependent estimate of data noise variance is 
obtained as well. 
In the rest of this section, the methods are described in more detail. 
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2.4.1 Non-Linear regression theory 
Uncertainty associated with the parameters of a non-linear model can be estimated using a 
method known as linearization [15, 67]. Because the number of model parameters in neural 
networks is very large, estimating uncertainty for the network parameters is analytically in-
tractable. However, the same technique can be adapted to obtain estimates of the uncertainty 
associated with the network output [16, 25]. 
Linearization is based on the assumption that the non-linear function can be approximated by 
an afflne or linear function in a small neighbourhood of the weight space around the estimated 
weight vector. Under this assumption, the standard linear regression theory result [72] can be 
used 
â(x) = gT(x)V_lg(x) 	 (2.10) 
where g(x) is the gradient vector of the output given by 
[ay(x) ay(x) 	ay(x)l 	
(2.11) g(X) 	
L i ' ow 2 
and V is the covariance matrix of the weights. 
Three alternative approximations to the covariance matrix can be used [15] 
Vi = 	 (2.12) 
V2 = 	 (2.13) 
Ll 
V3 = & H_l(JTJ)H_l 	 (2.14) 
where &2  is a constant estimate of data noise variance, J the Jacobian matrix of first order 
derivatives of the output with respect to the weights, and H the exact Hessian matrix of second 
order derivatives of the error function with respect to the weights. 
Equation (2.10) using approximation (2.13) is sometimes referred to as the delta method for 
model uncertainty variance estimation [33,73]. Equation (2.13) corresponds to the constant 
noise variance case. If the noise variance is treated as a function of the inputs and weight decay 
regularization is used, the covariance matrix can be approximated by the exact Hessian which 
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is given in this case by [17] 
N 
1 a2  En 
+cd 	 (2.15) 
Ls&2(xn Ow2 
n=1 
where I is the unitary matrix of size W x W and En is the least squares error for data point x 
given by 
= 	- y(x;*)] 2 	 (2.16) 
In the following sections it will be shown how a MLP can be used to obtain & (x), an input-
dependent estimate of data noise variance. In the rest of the thesis the delta estimator using the 
exact Hessian is referred to as the exact delta method. 
Approximation (2.12) corresponds to the outer-product approximation to the Hessian [73]. Us-
ing some simple matrix algebra [74] it can be shown that the outer-product approximation to 




= 	, 2( r0 g()g( ) + 	 (2.17) 
n=1 
In the rest of this thesis H is referred to as the approximate Hessian. Equation (2.10) using the 
approximate Hessian is referred to as the approximate delta method. 
Equation (2.10) with the approximation of eq. (2.14) is equivalent to the so-called sandwich 
estimator [33,73]. This variation is not considered here since it was shown to give generally 
poorer or similar results to the other two while being computationally more complex [15,73]. 
All terms are evaluated at the estimated weight values *. Note that in the delta method the a 
estimate depends on the o estimate. 
Calculation of the exact Hessian matrix is straightforward and can be performed using an al-
gorithm similar to back-propagation [75,76]. However, some accuracy is lost in the inversion 
of the Hessian matrix which is of size W x W. The inverse of a matrix can be computed using 
numerical methods such as Gauss-Jordan elimination [50,77], LU decomposition [77-79], or 
singular value decomposition (SVD) [78, 80-82]. In this work SVD has been used for matrix 
inversion. This technique is considered the most computationally robust and efficient amongst 
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available numerical methods for matrix inversion [50]. 
It must be noted that methods based on evaluation of the Hessian result in approximate confid-
ence intervals [15]. Approximate intervals may not contain the true value with the theoretical 
probability. Finally, approximating the covariance matrix with the exact or approximate Hes-
sian assumes that the model is correct [15,73]. Thus, performance of the delta method can be 
expected to degrade when the model is not correct. 
2.4.2 Maximum likelihood 
Maximum likelihood (ML) is a common approach to estimating statistical parameters from a 
given data set [83,84]. In a neural network context, ML can be used to train the network (i.e. 
estimate weight values from the data) [34]. Additionally, ML methods can be used to estimate 
data noise variance either as a constant [23, 84, 85] or a function of the inputs [26-28,86]. 
ML methods require that an analytical, parametric form is assumed for the conditional target 
distribution p(t Jx), i.e. the probability distribution of the targets given the inputs. Subsequently, 
ML seeks to maximise the likelihood of the data [34]. In practice, it is more convenient to con-
sider the equivalent procedure of minimising the negative log-likelihood or total error function. 
Thus, ML makes predictions based on a single-best set of weight values. It can be shown that, 
if the errors are assumed to be normally distributed, the least squares estimator coincides with 
the ML estimator [84,87]. Therefore, for a neural network employed to solve a regression task 
with normally distributed data errors the ML error function with weight decay regularization is 
given by eq. (2.7), which is repeated here for convenience 
N 	 w
Cew 
C(w) 	y(xTh; w)] 2 + -- 	w 2 
	
(2.18) 
n=1 	 i=1 
Implicit in this equation is the assumption that the noise in the data is constant over input space. 
Moreover, data noise variance is considered constant during training and is therefore omitted 
from this equation as it does not influence the minimisation procedure. The ML estimate of 
data noise variance as a constant [84,85] is given by 
N 
= 	[t - y(x; *)]2 	 (2.19) 
n1 
where * is the vector of weight values estimated by minimising eq. 2.18. 
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An input-dependent data noise variance estimate can be obtained by training a second neural 
network using the squared residuals [t"- - y (x; w)]' as targets. This can be achieved by training 
a supplementary network after training the regression network is completed [86]. However, it 
is advantageous to treat the problem in an inter-linked manner and learn both regression and 
noise variance at the same time [26,27]. This can be achieved using the augmented network 
architecture of fig. 2.3. 







INPUT LAYER x 
Figure 2.3: The augmented network architecture for obtaining an input dependent data noise variance 
estimate. In the general case the input and hidden layers are fully connected. Not all 
possible connections are shown in the figure for clarity. 
The total error with weight decay regularization is now given by [27] 
N [t - y(x; 	 w 	U w)]2 + 







n=1 I (x u)  
where w and u are the weight vectors for the regression and variance subnetworks respectively, 
a and au are the regularization parameters for the regression and variance weights respect-
ively and U is the total number of weight connections in the data noise variance subnetwork. 
The data noise variance estimate now enters the calculations as it is no longer constant. It is 
convenient to use an exponential activation function for the noise variance output unit so that 
the variance can only take positive values. Error G(w; u) is minimised jointly for y(x; w) and 
a 2  (x; u) to obtain the estimated weight values * and ü. This approach can be extended for 
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the case of multi-modal distributions (e.g. distributions arising in inverse problems) [88] or for 
multi-dimensional targets [28]. 
The effect of learning the regression and noise variance simultaneously is that the learning 
rate for the regression weights is inversely proportional to the noise variance estimate [27]. 
Thus, the weight values are determined primarily by low noise regions and a more accurate 
regression estimate is obtained in such regions. Conversely, regions of high noise have less 
influence upon the network weights. This is not the case if, first, regression is estimated by 
minimising eq. (2.18) and then an input-dependent variance estimate is obtained by training a 
supplementary neural network. 
ML is a simple, fast and easy to use technique. The main disadvantage of this approach is that, 
as the regression estimate y(x; *) fits some of the data noise, the obtained data noise variance 
estimate is biased. Thus, data noise may be underestimated, particularly in regions of low data 
density where overfitting is more probable [17]. A possible remedy is to reserve a fraction 
of the training data and use it for training the variance network exclusively. This will partly 
remove the bias, as the regression network has not seen these data. However, training must now 
be performed in two (or three) separate phases increasing algorithm complexity (see e.g. [27]). 
Moreover, partitioning the data set may lead to poor initial regression estimate. 
In this work the two interconnected networks are trained in tandem using the same training 
data for regression and variance learning. However, variance learning is initially delayed for 
a number of training epochs until a sufficient level of regression learning has been achieved. 
This prevents the learning process from being stalled in local minima that correspond to highly 
erroneous solutions [27]. 
A number of similar approaches to uncertainty estimation adopt no assumption about the error 
distribution and compute an input-dependent error estimate by training a supplementary neural 
network to predict the squared residuals [14, 68]. In theory the error estimate thus obtained is 
not the variance of a Gaussian distribution. However, as mentioned in [34], these methods are 
effectively equivalent and suffer the same problems as ML methods. 
If an ML approach is used to estimate regression and data noise variance, model uncertainty 
variance can be estimated using the exact or approximate delta methods, described in sec-
tion 2.4.1. 
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2.4.3 Bayesian methods 
Unlike ML, in the Bayesian approach predictions are based on the entire output probability 
distribution. Over the last years Bayesian methods have been applied to ANN training and 
inference and a variety of algorithms have been developed [29,30,32,41,71,89-91]. 
In Bayesian analysis, the output distribution is governed by the prior weight distribution, which 
corresponds to any knowledge about the nature of the problem prior to the arrival of the data, 
and the posterior weight distribution, i.e. the weight distribution after the data have been taken 
into account. In a neural network context, prior knowledge is expressed by the regularization 
term. For example, weight decay corresponds to the prior knowledge that the regression func-
tion is smooth and weights must therefore take small values. The Bayesian approach can also 
be used to estimate data noise variance. In this context, the main advantage of the Bayesian 
approach over ML is that it results in an unbiased data noise variance estimate. 
The exact Bayesian analysis [71,92,93] involves calculation of integrals over weight space 
which can not be performed analytically but only using iterative random sampling procedures. 
Such methods are called Monte Carlo techniques (e.g. the Metropolis algorithm [94] or Gibbs 
sampling [95]) and can be used to perform random sampling from multi-dimensional prob-
ability distributions. In the case of Bayesian analysis, a modified algorithm known as hybrid 
Monte Carlo [96,97] has been proposed for integration over weight space [71,92]. Hybrid 
Monte Carlo incorporates information concerning the gradient of p ( w, D) in the Monte Carlo 
procedure. The technique results in a random sample set of weight values from the distribu-
tion p(wID). This set can be used to obtain network predictions that represent samples from 
the output distribution p(yx, D). Subsequently, these samples can be used to obtain a most 
probable prediction and an associated confidence interval. 
Although, at present, exact Bayesian algorithms using hybrid Monte Carlo treat data noise vari-
ance as constant, in principle, it is possible to extend this approach to the input-dependent noise 
variance case [71]. The disadvantage of this approach is the lack of any suitable terminating 
criterion for the Monte Carlo sampling and the significant amount of computations involved. 
Therefore, the exact Bayesian approach is too computationally demanding and exceeds the 
practical limitations of the curl task. 
These problems are remedied to a certain degree if the posterior weight distribution is approx- 
imated by a Gaussian [29, 32,41,90]. It is known that this approximation will not be good for 
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large networks and/or small data sets for which the ratio N/W has a small value [30]. However, 
the approximate Bayesian approach is very useful in practice as it allows the Bayesian integrals 
to be computed analytically saving a considerable amount of computation. 
An interesting practical issue for such methods is the handling of hyperparameters. Hyper-
parameters are parameters that control the distribution of model parameters such as weights 
and biases. For example, the regularization parameters can be viewed as hyperparameters be-
cause they control the prior distribution of the weights. There are two alternative methods for 
performing the analysis. In the so-called Evidence Framework (EF) [30,41] the value of the 
hyperparameters is continuously estimated from the data and updated during network train-
ing. Alternatively, the hyperparameters can be eliminated by analytical integration [29, 32,98]. 
Although, exact integration is theoretically superior and the EF procedure introduces approx-
imation error [99], it has been shown that, in practice, EF yields superior results [98]. 
Another open issue is the choice of priors. The most common form is a quadratic prior (e.g. [41, 
90]) that corresponds to the common weight decay term in the error function. Other alternatives 
include entropic [100] or Laplace priors [32, 101]. A more general, adaptive prior in the form 
of a mixture of Gaussians is proposed in [102]. A comparison of some priors can be found in 
[29]. 
In the EF algorithm with constant noise level, both the regularization parameter a and data 
noise variance estimate /3 = 1/ a.  are treated as hyperparameters. The total error function to 
be minimised is given by 
S(w) = OED + aEw 	 (2.21) 
where ED, Ew are the sum-of-squares and weight decay errors given as 
ED = 	[tTh - y(x; w)] 2 	 (2.22)2 Y, 
Ew = 	w 	 (2.23) 
The difference of this procedure compared to ML is that the values of 0 and a are continuously 
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updated during training using the following equations [30,41]: 
anew = y/2Ew 	 (2.24) 
anew = 
( N - 7)12ED 	 (2.25) 
where is a measure of the effective number of weights which are well determined by the data. 
The number of well determined weights is given by 
7 = 
W 	
Ai 	 (2.26) 
where )'j, i = 1, ..., W are the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of error ED with respect to 




= N - 
	- y(x; ..)]2 	 (2.27) 
This result should be contrasted with eq. (2.19) which gives the biased ML estimate. Unlike 
ML, in the Bayesian approach the averaging takes into account the number of well-determined 
weights (i.e. "used" degrees of freedom) and the divider is set to N - instead of N. 
The approximate Bayesian method has been extended for the case of input-dependent noise 
variance [17,91]. Like ML, the algorithm makes use of the augmented network architecture 
(see fig. 2.3). Optimisation is now performed separately for the regression and variance net-
works. First, weights w are optimised for the current value of u by minimising the following 
error function: 
WCe" 
C, (w)= 1 




Subsequently, the noise variance weights u are optimised for the current value of w by minim-
ising 
N [t—y(x;w)]2 	
N 	 U 
________________ 2 C(u) = 2 
	01 2 (x; u) 
+ In u) + lnIHI+ -- 	u2 	(2.29) 
n=1 	 n1 	 i1 
where H is the Hessian matrix of error C, (w)with respect to weights wand I HI is the determ- 
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inant of H. 
In practical terms, this approach differs from the corresponding ML approach in two ways. 
First, the two sets of weights (w and u) are optimised separately rather than jointly. Second, the 
term 1 in IHI is introduced in the error function used to estimate data noise variance (eq. (2.29)). 
Note that otherwise this equation is identical to eq. (2.20) used in ML learning. The term 
In 1111 is due to marginalization over weights w. This process removes the dependence of 
ii on the regression estimate y(x; *) and therefore leads to an unbiased data noise variance 
estimate. The main disadvantage of the approximate Bayesian method compared to ML is 
the increased amount of computations required due to the frequent calculation of the Hessian 
matrix. 
If the approximate Bayesian method is used, model uncertainty variance can be estimated using 
the exact or approximate delta methods as in the case of ML. However, since the delta estimate 
of model uncertainty variance depends on the noise variance estimate, a more accurate a 
estimate will be obtained as the data noise variance estimate is now unbiased. 
2.4.4 Bootstrap method 
The bootstrap technique is a data based simulation method for estimating the standard error 
of a statistical parameter [33]. In a neural network context, bootstrap methods can be used 
to obtain estimates of the regression and model uncertainty variance. The technique is based 
on random sampling from the available data set to create a number of resampled, bootstrap 
sets. The available data set can be viewed as a random sample from the true data distribution. 
Bootstrap sampling gauges the true distribution by resampling from the available data. In other 
words, resampling the available data is considered equivalent to sampling from the original data 
distribution which is naturally unknown. 
There are two alternative bootstrap sampling algorithms. Pairs sampling is based on resampling 
with replacement the available data set and training a committee of networks, each on a res-
ampled instance of the original data set. Resampling with replacement means that after a data 
pair is chosen, it is replaced in the original set. As the size of the resampled sets equals the size 
of the original set N, a resampled set may contain some pairs more than once while other pairs 
may not be present at all. 
An alternative method called residual sampling requires a trained network model to exist be- 
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fore bootstrap sampling is performed. Sampling is performed by randomly choosing (using 
resampling with replacement) from the set of model residuals. Bootstrap replicate sets are cre-
ated by adding the sampled residual errors to the model's predictions. The set of predictors 
(input variables) remains the same for all bootstrap replicates. This scheme conditions the res-
ults on the particular set of predictors under the assumption that the initial model is correct 
[1,33]. This is unlikely to be desirable in neural network applications [73] in which the predic-
tions and confidence estimates must be valid for new, unseen inputs. Since residual sampling 
also has the additional requirement of a pre-existing "correct" model, it was concluded that 
pairs sampling is more appropriate for ANN applications such as curl estimation. 
The details of the pairs sampling algorithm are given below. 
Generate B bootstrap replicate sets V, i = 1, ..., B of the original set V using res-
ampling with replacement. A resampled data set has the form {(Xfl* , tn*)}, where n* 
can take any value in [1, N] with probability 1/N. For every replicate set, the remaining 
fraction or out-of-sample set is denoted V - V. 
For each i train a network of the same architecture on V'. If required, the remaining 
fraction V - D' can be used for validation. 
Obtain the bootstrap committee's regression and a estimates by 
y(x) = 	/B 	 (2.30) 
= 	[yj(X) - y(x)] 2 /(B —1) 	 (2.31) 
where y  (x) is the prediction of network i. 
Note that, effectively, the bootstrap estimate of model uncertainty variance refers to an archi-
tecture rather than to a particular single network. 
After training is completed, a constant data noise variance estimate can be obtained using 
eq. (2.19). This estimate will be biased. However, an unbiased data noise variance estimate 
can be obtained by taking advantage of the bootstrap training algorithm. Instead of using the 
model's regression estimate y(x; *) as in eq. (2.19), the residuals can be calculated using the 
predictions of each network on the corresponding out-of-sample set. Therefore, the predictions 
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of the individual networks on the out-of-sample sets V - V are averaged to obtain an unbiased 
regression estimate Yunbiased  as follows 
Yunbiased(X) 
= Ii v(x) yi(x) (2.32) EB 
t1 
V , (X)  
where vi(x) is one if pattern x is in out-of-sample set V - V and zero otherwise. The regression 
estimate unbiased(X)  is unbiased because it is computed using data patterns that were not used 
to train the networks. Subsequently, an unbiased constant data noise variance estimate can be 
obtained by 
N 
-2 	1 o = max {[t - unbiased(x)]2 - 	 (2.33) LVI
n:rl 
Note that the estimate of model uncertainty variance & is subtracted from the residual so that 
it does not influence noise variance estimation. This scheme will only have significant effect in 
low input data density regions where a 2  may be comparable to o. 
The same approach can be used to compute an unbiased, input-dependent noise variance es-
timate [19]. First, the unbiased regression estimate is used to compute an unbiased set of the 
model's residuals on the training set. As previously, the adapted residual for pattern t) is 
given as 
r2 (x) = max {[t - thinbiased(X)]2 - 	 (2.34) 
Subsequently, a supplementary network is trained on set 	r2 ())}, m = 1, ..., N using 




S(u) = 2 
	l012
(x;u) + lna(xn;u)} + 	 (2.35) 
n=1 	 i=1 
Note that this equation is equivalent to eq. (2.20) with the regression estimate treated as con-
stant. A similar approach to obtaining an unbiased estimate of noise variance is used in [103] 
for a classification task, employing a scheme similar to cross validation - instead of bootstrap 
sampling - to partition the training set. 
In practice, the assumption that the output distribution is Gaussian will be inaccurate for small 
data sets. Therefore, the bootstrap technique leads to the formulation of approximate confidence 
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intervals as well. In general, there exist advanced bootstrap methods that can be used to obtain 
confidence intervals that do not have a Gaussian distribution (e.g. the bootstrap percentile 
intervals or the BC, method [33]). However, the number of bootstrap replications (B > 500 
or 1000) required by such methods is prohibiting for the category of ANN applications studied 
here, due to the long query times involved. 
As explained in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, both the ML and approximate Bayesian methods 
employ the augmented network architecture (see fig. 2.3) for making predictions under the 
input-dependent data noise variance assumption. In this thesis, methods that use the augmented 
architecture are called augmented network methods. In contrast, the bootstrap regression estim-
ate is obtained by training a committee of networks of a conventional MLP architecture. Both 
the augmented and bootstrap methods can be used to obtain an input-dependent data noise 
variance estimate. However, as mentioned in section 2.4.2, in augmented network methods 
the learning rate of the regression weights is inversely proportional to the current data noise 
variance estimate. This leads to a qualitatively different regression estimate compared to the 
bootstrap method in which regression estimation is performed under the (implicit) assumption 
of constant data noise variance. 
2.4.5 Other approaches to confidence estimation 
Over the last few years a Gaussian process [104] approach to neural networks has emerged 
[105-108]. This approach employs a Gaussian prior over functions to describe a modelling 
problem. Neural networks can be viewed as a special case of Gaussian processes. It has been 
shown that the properties of a MILP with one hidden layer converge to those of a Gaussian 
process as the number of hidden units tends to infinity [71, 109]. 
Gaussian processes is an open research area. Although this approach may seem promising 
it presents a number of practical disadvantages. First, regression using Gaussian processes 
requires the inversion of a matrix of size N x N. This means that for large data sets approximate 
inversion methods must be used and the amount of computations required is significantly large. 
Moreover, matrix inversion may be non-stable and prone to numerical inaccuracies. Finally, 
comparison studies of Gaussian processes and neural networks have shown that the former 
may not always lead to a significant improvement [68, 105]. For these reasons, the Gaussian 
process approach is not considered as a candidate for the curl task. 
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2.5 Committees of networks and uncertainty 
Combining the predictions of a number of individual networks can lead to significant improve-
ment in generalization performance [110, 111]. This approach is generally known as commit-
tees or ensembles of networks. The principle behind network committees is that each individual 
network learns a slightly different representation of the data. Therefore, because the errors have 
a different distribution from network to network, a proportion of the error is eliminated by com-
bining the predictions [112]. 
A variety of methods for training and combining the predictions of individual networks have 
been proposed [113-117]. In this context, the bootstrap technique can be viewed as a committee 
formation technique. The most simple approach is to train each network on all the available 
data and average the predictions of individual networks yj(X) (e.g. [118]) 
YCOM(X) = 	 (2.36) 
where the sum is over each individual network and M is the total number of networks in the 
committee. 
<Y><lIi>2 = <Y><Yj><Yj> 
<Y><Yi> = 
<Y><Yi>2 = <y>-2<yi>yco + YOM 
	
M 2 	M 	 M 
 1 Li= 	- 2yCOM 	+ YOM I 
i=1 	 i=1 	 i=1 
M 
- 2 YiYCOM + YOM <Y><Yi>2 = 	 M 
i=1 
M 
<Y><Yi>2 = 	[Yt — YCOM] 2 
i=1 
Table 2.1: Details of the mathematical derivation of eq. (2.38). 
When networks trained using ML or the approximate Bayesian approach are used to form 
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a committee, the total variance associated with the committee prediction is not equal to the 
average of the variances of the individual networks [29,90]. The total variance is given by 
	
&T(JFAL = 	 (2.37) 
where & is the total prediction variance for network i. 
Using eq. (2.36) and some algebraic manipulation (see table 2.1) a more familiar expression 
can be obtained for the additional term {<y><y j > 2 } in eq. (2.37). This term expresses 
the uncertainty due to the difference between the predictions of individual committee members 




COM(X) {<y2 2} = 	





Note the similarity of this expression and eq. (2.31) that gives the estimate of model uncertainty 
variance in the bootstrap technique. In fact these two equations only differ in the denominator. 
In the case of the bootstrap estimate, the denominator is set to M —1 instead of M. As explained 
in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, dividing by the number of examples in the data set (in this case the 
number of individual network predictions) leads to a biased variance estimate. Dividing by 
M - 1 leads to a better variance estimate (e.g. [17, 85, 119]). Therefore, for uniformity, the 
denominator of eq. (2.38) is also set to  - 1. 
In this work, committees of networks are used for the ML and approximate Bayesian ap-
proaches. The reason is two-fold. First, it is unlikely that a single network can yield near-
optimal results for a complex task such as curl estimation. Additionally, using committees 
for the non-resampling approaches allows a fair comparison with the bootstrap technique to 
be conducted. In chapter 4, the confidence estimation performance of network committees is 
compared to that of individual networks. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the basic terminology and methods used in the rest of this thesis. 
First, regression estimation using neural networks was briefly introduced. Then, the sources 
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of uncertainty in neural network predictions were presented. Uncertainty is present in MLP 
predictions mainly due to 
the training data, which are typically noisy and sparse, and 
inefficiencies of the training algorithm and neural network model. 
Existing methods for confidence estimation were subsequently presented. The methods can be 
divided into the following categories: 
• The exact and approximate delta methods for model uncertainty variance estimation. 
These method are adapted from standard non-linear regression theory. 
• Methods based on maximum likelihood (ML). These methods can be used to train the 
network and obtain an estimate of data noise variance. This estimate will be biased and 
variance may be underestimated. 
• Methods based on Bayesian statistics. Only approximate Bayesian methods are con-
sidered in the rest of the thesis. Exact methods require Monte Carlo integration over 
weight space and are impractical for use in the curl estimation problem. The approxim-
ate Bayesian approach is feasible and yields an unbiased data noise variance estimate. 
• Bootstrap methods. These use a committee of networks to estimate regression and model 
uncertainty variance. Predictions on the out-of-sample sets can be used to obtain an 
unbiased data noise variance estimate. 
The delta method can be used to obtain an estimate of model uncertainty variance for the ML 
and approximate Bayesian approaches. 
In a real application, the uncertainty estimate must include both uncertainty sources. However, 
opting for a a 2  estimation approach often conditions the a estimation approach to be used 
and vice versa. Moreover, choice of a specific confidence estimation approach may be equival-
ent to a choice of a regression estimation approach. The available regression and confidence 
estimation candidate methods to be compared in the next chapters are the following: 
• Maximum likelihood for regression and data noise variance estimation. Model uncer -
tainty can be estimated using the approximate or exact delta method. 
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• Approximate Bayesian method for regression and data noise variance estimation. Model 
uncertainty can be estimated using the approximate or exact delta method. 
• Bootstrap method for regression and model uncertainty estimation. Data noise variance 
can be estimated by training an additional network on the adapted residuals (or by ap-




Novelty detection for confidence 
estimation 
3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in chapter 2, output reliability depends on the training data density. A network 
making a prediction for a new, previously unseen input pattern may be interpolating when the 
pattern originates from an input space region which is represented in the training data or extra-
polating when the input comes from an unrepresented region. In the latter case, the network 
prediction is not based on information contained in the training data but on prior knowledge 
(i.e. on the assumption that the regression function is smooth). Input patterns belonging to 
regions not represented in the training data are called novel inputs. Predictions for novel inputs 
are unreliable and should be assigned very low confidence. 
Novel inputs can be identified by a novelty detection scheme. Novelty detection can be viewed 
as a classification scheme in which each input pattern is classified as belonging to the class 
of the training data (i.e. the "normal" data class) or to a class of novel data. Novelty detec-
tion schemes have been used for motor fault prediction [10, 120], medical diagnosis [3] or for 
deriving a confidence estimate [18]. 
Novelty detection can be performed by forming a representation of the normal data class and 
then checking whether new patterns belong to this class or not. This is typically achieved by 
estimating the unconditional probability density function (PDF) of the training (input) patterns 
[18]. The PDF can be viewed as a measure of the probability that a pattern belongs to a particu-
lar data set. Because a novel input bears very little resemblance to the training (normal) data, its 
associated PDF value will typically be very small. Alternatively, an auto-associative network 
[45, 121] can be used to form a representation of the normal data class. An auto-associative 
network learns to reproduce input patterns in its output. Therefore, such a network, trained 
on the set of normal data, will yield very high reproduction error for a novel, dissimilar, input. 
Thus, novel inputs can be identified by thresholding the PDF or network error. Auto-associative 
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networks have been used for novelty detection applications [10] although not as confidence es-
timation tools. In this chapter, an example of novelty detection is presented using the PDF of 
the data. 
In principle, the model uncertainty variance estimate is sensitive to the data PDF. For example, 
confidence intervals obtained using the approximate Bayesian method and the delta estimator 
are inversely proportional to the input data density in the neighbourhood of the training data 
[122]. However, a network may be presented with input patterns that significantly differ from 
the training data, i.e. novel inputs. In section 3.3 it is shown that, for such inputs, model 
uncertainty variance estimation may fail and the estimated variance may not reflect the true 
uncertainty level. For this reason, it is necessary, in practice, to gate the prediction system with 
a novelty detection component (see fig. 3.1). 
prediction 	 confidence 
estimate ¶ ¶ estimate 
post- 
processing 
rregressionl rconfidence l  neural 







Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of a neural prediction system showing the novelty detection, predic-
tion and confidence estimation components as well as the data pre-processing and post-
processing stages. 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the training data must be pre-processed before being presented to 
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the network. If data pre-processing is not information preserving (e.g. due to dimensionality 
reduction), novelty detection must use the raw (i.e. unprocessed) input data (see fig. 3.1) to 
avoid misinterpreting a novel pattern as similar to the training data due to information loss [18]. 
As far as curl estimation is concerned, two data sets have been used to train the model. Data 
pre-processing was not information preserving for the first curl set which was used to train 
the earlier version of the model. In that set, eight of the eleven principal components were 
retained. Data pre-processing for the current curl model is information preserving since all the 
principal components are used to train the model. However, in any case, the operator of the 
curl estimator, used for decision-support, may vary an input parameter manually to investigate 
its effect on curl. Since the curl data are sparse, the system may well be presented with inputs 
that differ significantly from the training data. Such inputs may not be identified by the delta or 
bootstrap estimates of model uncertainty, but can be rejected using a novelty detection scheme. 
This thesis focuses on methods for estimating data noise and model uncertainty variance. 
Therefore, the results presented in the next chapters were obtained using test sets of the same 
distribution as the training data, i.e. no novel input. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate 
that novelty detection is necessary in principle for a real system implementation. The rest of 
the chapter is structured as follows: 
Section 3.2 presents Parzen windows, a standard method for estimating the PDF of a data set. 
Section 3.3 shows that, in general, the model uncertainty variance estimate may fail to indicate 
novel inputs. Instead novel inputs can be identified using a novelty detection scheme based on 
PDF estimation. 
3.2 Parzen windows for PDF estimation 
Many methods for estimating density functions for novelty detection are available [120,123— 
125]. One of the most simple but reasonably effective methods is the Parzen windows estimator 
[126, 127]. The Parzen estimator uses one kernel for each training pattern. If Gaussian kernels 
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where the sum is over input patterns in the training set and M the dimensionality of x. The para- 
meter s controls the degree of smoothness of j5(x) and can be computed using cross-validation. 
The disadvantages of this technique are that the amount of computations increases with the 
number of available data (since there is one kernel for each training pattern) and that the value 
of the smoothing parameter s must be chosen manually. In practice, this can be done using 
cross-validation. Here, Parzen windows are only used for demonstrating purposes, therefore 
the value of s was heuristically set to the average distance of each training point from its 10 
closest neighbours. Furthermore, the novelty detection threshold must be chosen manually, 
e.g. using cross-validation. There exist more advanced methods in which the novelty detection 
threshold is set automatically during the process of PDF learning [125]. 
The inverse PDF can be viewed as a measure of model uncertainty variance [18]. However, the 
inverse PDF is independent of the model at hand and does not scale well. In other words, it is 
not clear if one can add up the inverse PDF with the data noise variance estimate to obtain the 
total variance estimate. Therefore, even if novelty detection precedes and "gates" the regression 
estimation, it is useful to obtain a measure of model uncertainty variance using the delta or 
bootstrap methods. 
3.3 Comparison of novelty detection to model uncertainty estima-
tion 
The necessity for novelty detection is demonstrated using the TR8 curl data set described in 
appendix B. For these experiments, a demonstrating test set is constructed by varying a single 
input parameter while holding the rest constant and equal to the input values of a particular test 
pattern. For each input pattern thus created, the model uncertainty, noise variance and inverse 
PDF estimates are computed. 
Figure 3.2 shows the results for adjusting two different input parameters, x 1 and x 2 . Graphs (a) 
and (b) in fig. 3.2 show the data noise variance estimates (computed using the ML augmented 
network and bootstrap methods) and the inverse PDF estimate for varying inputs x 1 and x 2 
respectively. It is evident that the data noise variance estimates are only valid in the neighbour -
hood of the training data. The data noise variance estimate does not account for the density of 
the data. 
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Figure 3.2: The data noise - (a) and (b) - and model uncertainty variance - (c) and (d) - estimates for 
varying inputs x 1 and X2  of the curl set. The rest of the input parameters are kept constant 
and equal to the values of a test pattern. 
In principle, the model uncertainty variance estimate should account for low data density by 
rapidly increasing beyond the training data region. Graphs (c) and (d) in fig. 3.2 show three 
model uncertainty variance estimates and the inverse PDF estimate for varying inputs x1 and 
X2 respectively. Model uncertainty variance was computed using the approximate delta, exact 
delta and bootstrap method. Occasionally, all three o estimates fail to indicate low density, 
i.e. increase rapidly beyond the region represented in the data. In contrast, the inverse PDF 
always rises rapidly beyond the high density region. 
Therefore, it is necessary to identify low density regions using the PDF of the training data. 
By thresholding the inverse PDF novel inputs can be identified and rejected. For example, for 
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variance estimates often fail to identify novel inputs. In contrast, the inverse PDF estimate rises 
rapidly above fifty in the regions of very low training data density. In practice, cross-validation 
can be used to determine the novelty detection threshold, although more principled techniques 
are also available [125]. 
As shown in chapter two, increasing the number of hidden units has the effect of making the 
model uncertainty estimate more sensitive to low PDF regions. However, the number of hidden 
units is set so as to achieve optimum generalisation performance. Adding more units unneces-
sarily may lead to overfitting. Therefore, it is preferable to tackle the problem of identifying 
novel inputs by thresholding the PDF. 
3.4 Summary - 
This chapter presented novelty detection based on estimating the training data PDF. Novel 
inputs should be associated with very low confidence because they originate from regions for 
which the model is not valid. It was shown that the model uncertainty variance estimate may 
not always identify such inputs. Therefore, it is necessary to precede confidence estimation by 




Methods for assessing confidence 
estimation performance 
4.1 Introduction 
In chapter 2 the candidate approaches to confidence estimation for neural networks were presen-
ted. This chapter describes methods for evaluating CM performance and comparing alternative 
CMs. The issue of evaluating and comparing CM techniques for neural networks has received 
little systematic study. The first part of this chapter presents previous comparison studies as 
well as available methods for assessing CM performance quality. Most previously reported 
comparison studies treat data noise variance as a constant. In this thesis the more general as-
sumption of input-dependent data noise variance is also considered. No comparison study of 
neural network CMs has ever thoroughly considered the input-dependent noise variance case. 
Consequently, metrics commonly used for CM performance evaluation have not been tested 
under conditions of input-dependent noise variance. The second part of this chapter presents a 
series of comparison studies employing a commonly used CM evaluation technique and con-
sidering both constant and input-dependent noise variance. 
The chapter is structured as follows: 
Section 4.2 gives an overview of previous CM comparison studies. 
Section 4.3 describes the confidence or prediction interval coverage probability (CI or P1 CP) 
metric for CM performance evaluation. 
Section 4.4 describes the artificial and real data sets used for evaluating the methods as well as 
the experimental setup. 
Section 4.5 presents. simulation results of comparison studies using the CI CP and P1 CP met-
ncs. 
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4.2 A literature survey of CM comparison studies 
There exist very few comparison studies of confidence estimation techniques relevant to neural 
networks. 
Donaldson et al. [15] present a comparison study of methods for construction of confidence 
intervals for the parameters of non-linear least squares models. This study is relevant to neural 
networks because techniques based on linearization can be adapted for neural networks [16, 
33]. As mentioned in section 2.4.1, these techniques include the exact and approximate delta 
estimator and the sandwich estimator. In a neural network context, the same techniques are 
used to obtain estimates of the uncertainty associated with the network output. 
The methods were tested by constructing the confidence interval and checking whether the 
interval contained the true parameter value. The percentage of true values contained in the 
interval (i.e. observed coverage) should be close to the nominal coverage probability of the in-
terval. The nominal value of the coverage probability (CP) depends upon the output distribution 
and the width of the intervals. A CM is considered optimum if it consistently yields observed 
CP close to the nominal value. 
Linearization methods are based on the assumption that the non-linear function can be approx-
imated by an affine or linear approximation at the solution. In general, this assumption does not 
hold exactly for non-linear models such as neural networks. Therefore, the confidence intervals 
obtained by the delta method are only approximate, i.e. the observed coverage may not equal 
the theoretical coverage of the interval. The approximate delta method was found to outper -
form the other variants. The reason is that evaluation of the exact Hessian is often unstable for 
non-linear models. This study considered only constant data noise variance. 
The observed coverage probability can also be used to obtain a merit of quality for CMs ac-
companying the predictions of a IVILP [16,20]. In this case, the true parameter values are the 
true regression values (for confidence intervals) or the targets (for prediction intervals). For ex-
ample, in fig. 4.1 the network output and prediction intervals are shown for a one-dimensional 
data set. Two profiles - (b) and (c) - show the cases of target lying out of the interval (fig. 4.1(b)) 
and target contained in the interval (fig. 4.1 (c)). As in [15], the observed coverage can be es-
timated as the percentage of targets that lie within the interval, using the available test data. 
Tibshirani [73] compares three model uncertainty estimation techniques for neural networks, 
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Figure 4.1: Graph (a) shows the network output, prediction intervals, and test target values for an 
one-dimensional regression task. In profile (b) the true value of the parameter (in this case 
target t1 ) is not contained in the interval while, in profile (c) target t 2 is contained in the 
interval. 
namely the approximate and exact delta estimators, the sandwich estimator, (using both the 
exact and the approximate Hessian) and the bootstrap method using pairs or residual sampling. 
Performance is evaluated by comparing the estimated model uncertainty variance with the 
"true" value. An estimate of the "true" model uncertainty variance is obtained by perform-
ing a Monte Carlo simulation over different realizations of the same artificial data (see fig. 4.2). 
Then, the median of the estimated variance over all test patterns is compared with the median 
of the true values ms. 
The bootstrap pairs sampling method was found to yield estimates closer to the real value than 
the rest of the methods. However, the result for the non-simulation methods (delta and sand-
wich) was computed using a single network and the networks were trained using a simplistic 
- constant learning rate - optimisation algorithm that is more susceptible to the choice of ini-
tial weight values than the more sophisticated techniques used in this work. Thus, the non-
simulation methods missed the variability due to the choice of initial random weights and the 
variance was underestimated. As in [15], only constant a 2  was considered. 
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Figure 4.2: Estimation of the median ms of the true model uncertainty variance. The true model un-
certainty variance a (xk ) for data point x" is estimated using M different data set realiza-
tions V 1 , V2,---,  DM created using the same (artificial) data generating mechanism. y(xk) 
is the average prediction over the M simulations given as y(x') = >Ii y , ( X I)IM .  
Finally, Lowe et al. [68] present a comparison study of three approaches to confidence interval 
estimation. An one-dimensional toy problem and a real industrial problem (engine calibration) 
are employed to investigate the performance of Gaussian Processes, the approximate Bayesian 
approach with constant o and predictive error bars. Predictive error bars are the error estim-
ates obtained by an additional network which is trained with the same inputs and the squared 
errors of the original network as targets. As mentioned in chapter 2, this estimate is essentially 
the same as the maximum likelihood estimate of a without the assumption that the prediction 
distribution is Gaussian. Thus, the error bar cannot be interpreted as variance of the prediction 
distribution. It was found that predictive error bars were more appropriate for that particular 
application because the estimate of uncertainty followed the variation in the data noise. 
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4.2.1 Criticism of CM comparison studies 
Both [15] and [73] dealt only with model uncertainty estimation. However, as mentioned in 
chapter 2, a neural network confidence estimation system should compute an estimate of data 
noise variance as well. This is because in a real application, the network is predicting noisy 
targets rather than the non-noisy regression function. In both those studies, data noise variance 
was estimated (when required for computing the a estimate) as a constant using the maximum 
likelihood estimate of eq. (2.19) [73], repeated here for convenience 
N 
-2 	1 = - y( x; *)]2 	 (4.1) 
n=1 
or the Bayesian estimate for the case of non-linear models [15] 
& 2 
— N_p[tY(X;W)] 	 (4.2) 
where P is the number of model parameters. Thus, alternative data noise variance estimation 
techniques were not compared and, more importantly, the case of input-dependent data noise 
variance was not considered. 
As far as [68] is concerned, model uncertainty is not treated as an independent source from data 
noise and the adopted CM approach only deals with data noise variance. This approach works 
for the particular application studied there, probably because the problem is constrained so that 
novel data can never be encountered and the training data density is relatively high. However, 
even if this is the case, it is still worthwhile to include model uncertainty estimates because 
the PDF may not be uniform over the input space. Therefore, the conclusions of [68] do not 
generalise to problems such as curl estimation for which the available data are limited. 
4.2.2 Choosing the evaluation tools 
There exist two alternative methods of CM performance evaluation: 
1. Confidence measure performance can be evaluated by computing the observed coverage 
probability of the confidence or prediction intervals and comparing it with the theoretical 
value [15, 16, 20]. 
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2. Alternatively, the real model uncertainty variance can be estimated by performing a 
Monte-Carlo simulation over different realizations of the same artificial data [73]. Then 
the estimated values can be compared with the real ones. Likewise, if data noise variance 
is also estimated, the estimated values can be compared with the real ones (which are 
known for artificially generated data). 
In this chapter, the confidence or prediction interval coverage probability (CI CP or PT CP) is 
used for CM performance evaluation. The comparison approach used in [73] was not favoured 
for the following reasons: 
• It can only be used with artificial data. 
• It is unclear how many times each experiment must be repeated to obtain a good estimate 
of the real model uncertainty variance. 
. In practice, the estimate of the real model uncertainty variance may be different for dif-
ferent networks trained under different training regimes (e.g. ML and Bayesian training). 
• Finally, considering that each experiment must be repeated an adequate number of times 
to minimise variance error in the results and that the computing resources and time avail-
able for the completion of this project were limited, this approach is computationally 
impractical compared to P1 CP. 
4.2.3 An improved CM comparison study 
To sum up, the comparison study presented in this chapter is novel and superior to previous 
studies for the following reasons: 
• It is the first study of ANN confidence measures where both data noise and model uncer-
tainty are explicitly considered. There are previous works that also consider both sources 
but they do not offer a complete comparison with other existing methods (e.g. [19] con-
siders both uncertainty sources but the proposed approach is compared only to Nix and 
Weigend's [27] incomplete approach). 
• There is no complete comparison study of these techniques using input-dependent data 
noise variance. This is a serious limitation as in many real problems the noise may not 
have constant variance. 
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• The approximate Bayesian approach with input-dependent data noise variance has not 
been thoroughly applied and tested using neural networks. This approach was origin-
ally developed for generalised linear models and holds only approximately for neural 
networks [17]. 
The next section describes the use of coverage probability for CM performance evaluation in 
more detail. 
4.3 The interval coverage probability metric 
Confidence and prediction intervals are error bars within which the true value lies with a known 
probability, called the coverage probability (CP). The probability that the target lies within the 
interval has a theoretical value given by the interval characteristics. CM performance can be 
assessed by computing the observed CP using some test data and comparing it with the theor -
etical value. Ideally, a CM should consistently yield observed coverage close to the nominal 
value. 
4.3.1 Confidence and prediction intervals 
Confidence intervals (CIs) quantify how well the network models the actual regression task, i.e. 
how well the network function y (x) estimates the true function f (x). In other words, CIs refer 
to the probability distribution p(f(x)Iy(x)) that the true regression is f(x) given the estimate 
y(x) or equivalently, to the distribution of the quantity 1(x) - y(x) [19]. In the approach 
adopted here, this distribution is Gaussian with zero mean and variance which is estimated as 
& (x), the model uncertainty variance estimate. 
Prediction intervals (PIs) refer to the model's ability to predict targets. Therefore, PIs refer to 
the probability distribution p(tly(x))  that the true target is t given the network prediction y(x). 
Equivalently, PIs deal with the distribution oft - y(x). Using eq. (2. 1), it follows that 
t - y(x) = [f (x) - y(x)] + e 	 (4.3) 
where e is the data noise component. Thus, the prediction interval includes the confidence 
interval. Because e and f(x) —y(x) are statistically independent [19,23] the variance of t—y(x) 
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is given by 
<[t - y(x)] 2> <[f(x) - y(x)] 2 >+<e2 >= 0,2 (x) + o(x) = c4OTAL(X) 	(44) 
Therefore, prediction intervals are computed using the total standard deviation 
UTOTAL(X) = 1/a(x) + 0,2 (x) 	 (4.5) 
In a real task the network is predicting target values. In this chapter, therefore, CM performance 
is investigated using the P1 in preference to Cl coverage probability. However, results using 
the CI CP are also presented in order to perform an explicit comparison of model uncertainty 
estimation methods. 
4.3.2 Nominal Coverage probability 
Coverage probability (CP) is the probability that the true value of the estimated quantity lies 
within the interval. When confidence intervals are considered the CP refers to the probability 
that the true regression value lies within the interval. If prediction intervals are used, the CP is 
the probability that the target lies within the interval. The nominal or theoretical coverage of 
intervals of a given size is determined by the form of the probability distribution of the network 
output. 
In this study Gaussian distributions are used for both the data noise and network output distri-
butions. Therefore, for an interval of k standard deviations width (y(x) + ka(x)), the nominal 
coverage probability can be computed by integrating the Gaussian curve (see fig. 4.3) between 





exp P(t E PI)nomjnai 
= Jy(x)—ka(x) 	a(x) 	2a2 
(X) ) dk 
	(4.6) 
This integral can be computed using numerical techniques [50]. For the two commonly used 
interval widths of one and two standard deviations (y ± a and y ± 2cr) the nominal coverage is 
equal to 68% and 95% respectively. In the results of this chapter all intervals have width of two 
standard deviations (y + 2cr) so that the nominal CP is 95%. 
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Figure 4.3: Estimation of the nominal coverage probability of a Gaussian prediction interval with 
bounds (y(x) - ko - (x), y(x) +ku (x)). The nominal CP equals the area below the Gaussian 
curve and delimited by the interval bounds. 
4.3.3 Observed coverage probability 
The performance of a confidence measure can be assessed in practice by computing the ob-
served CP and comparing it with the nominal value [15, 16,20]. A common method for com-
puting the observed coverage probability of a given model and CM is to calculate the percentage 
of test patterns for which the target lies within the corresponding P1 about the network predic-
tion [15, 16]. The "percentage of covered targets" is effectively an estimate of the mean CP 
value, i.e. averaged over the entire input space. This method is straightforward to use for ar-
tificial as well as real data and can be employed to compute the observed coverage of both 
confidence and prediction intervals. 
If artificial data are used, instead of computing the percentage of targets covered by the interval, 
the prediction interval coverage probability can be estimated by calculating the probability that 
the target lies within the interval at every test point, and then averaging over all test points 
[20]. At each test point, the probability that the target lies within the interval is estimated 
by calculating the area of the true target distribution curve that falls within the P1 (see fig. 4.4). 
This method can be expected to yield a more robust observed coverage estimate than the former 
approach which merely checks whether the target f(x) + e happens to lie within the interval for 
a specific value of e. Additionally, this method can be used to compute the standard deviation 
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Figure 4.4: The probability that the target lies within the prediction interval of two standard de-
viations width for a particular test pattern is given by the (shaded) area below the 
curve of the true target distribution N (f (x), & (x)) and delimited by the interval bounds 
(y(x) - 2&(x), y(x) + 2â(x)). 
of the CP over the test patterns, because a measure of coverage is available at each test point. 
The observed coverage probability at a particular test point can be estimated as follows. As 
shown in fig. 4.4, the probability P(t E P1) that the target lies within the 2a P1 is given by 
the area below the curve of the true target distribution N (f (x), &(x)) and between the limits 
(y(x) - 2&(x), y(x) + 2&(x)). Using 
t — f(x) =kt=/&(x)k+f(x) 	 (4.7) 
it follows that 
y(x)+2&(x) 
P(t E PT) = 
2th(x) 2  JY (,)-26(x) 
v/-26,, (x) 	exp(_k2) J 
= 0.5 - f exp (— k 2  ) d 
77=r 
0  
I (t— f(x)) 2 ) = 
expl_ 26, 	
dt 
(x) 2 I 
ik+
&(x)  Jo exp(_k 2 )dk= (4.8)  
- 0.5 2 IA exp(—k2)dk 
where &, (x) is the real data noise standard deviation. For clarity, the integral limits have been 
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renamed as A and B which are given by 
A 
= y(x) - 2&(x) - 1(x) 	 (49) 
B = 
y(x) + 2&(x) - f(x) 	
(4.10) 
Therefore, using the definition of the error function' erf(x) [50, 128] 
1' exp(—k erf(x) = 2 	 2 )dk 	 (4.11) 
it follows that the probability that the target lies within the (y(x) + 2&(x)) prediction interval 
is given by 
P(t e PT) = 0.5 . erf 	
2&(x) - f(x)'\ 
05 e(: 
- 2&(x) —f(x)\ 
( 
y(x)+ 	 (4.12) 
\/&1,(x) 	 /2-&,  
	
) - 	 (x) 	)  
where &(x) is the estimated total standard deviation. In computer simulations the error func-
tion integral can be computed using numerical procedures [50]. The observed CP mean can 
be computed by estimating the CP for each test point using eq. 4.12 and then obtaining the 
average. In this thesis, this estimate of the observed CP mean is called the "estimated coverage 
probability" to distinguish between this approach and the estimate of the observed CP mean as 
the percentage of covered targets. 
The true target distribution is naturally known only for artificial data sets. However, the estim-
ated coverage probability can be computed at each test point for real data sets, if the network 
prediction is assumed to be a good estimate of the real regression and the model residual a good 
estimate of the true data noise standard deviation. In this case, eq. 4.12 reduces to 
/ 	\ 
P(t E P1) 	
2&(x) 	
_O.5.erf,(X)) 	(4.13) 
where r(x) = Iy(x) - t I is the model residual. Note that, effectively, this equation checks the 
quality of the data noise variance estimate. Thus, an estimate of the CP standard deviation can 
be computed for both artificial and real data. 
'Not to be confused with the function used to train a network. 
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4.3.4 Interpretation of the CP mean and standard deviation 
As mentioned above, the estimated mean CP is obtained by averaging over all the test points. 
If the total standard deviation estimate UTOTAL is, on average, a good estimate of the actual 
uncertainty, the estimated mean CP will have a value close to the nominal. If &TOTAL either un-
derestimates or overestimates the actual uncertainty on average, the estimated mean CP will be 
smaller or larger than the nominal value. Either discrepancy indicates a sub-optimal confidence 
measurement technique. 
In practice, the observed CP result depends on the size of the interval (e.g. one or two standard 
deviations). This effect is particularly important for small test sets. For example, the test sets 
of the two curl sets, used in the comparison studies in the end of this chapter, contain 185 
and 224 patterns respectively. Therefore, for intervals of 2a width, it is expected that about 
5% of the test patterns, i.e. about 9 and 11 patterns respectively, will lie out of the interval. 
Clearly, this is a small number of patterns and the observed CP result may suffer high variance 
error. A possible solution would be to use variable interval size and report results for all sizes. 
Alternatively, a normality test, such as K 2 [129], can be used to check the similarity of the 
observed and nominal probability distributions. Finally, the likelihood for the regression and 
error models [34] can be used as a measure of their quality. The latter two approaches (which 
are not investigated here) have the advantage of being independent of the actual interval size. 
As far as artificial sets are concerned, the problem can be remedied easily because a sufficiently 
large test set can be constructed. In this work, the test sets of the artificial sets contain 10000 
examples and intervals of 2a width are used for all the reported results. 
Clearly, the mean coverage probability is only sensitive to the average quality of the confidence 
interval over the entire input space. However, the ideal CM should also yield good local cTTOTAL 
estimates. The local quality of the crT0TAL estimate can be gauged by computing &cp, the 
standard deviation of the estimated coverage probability over the test points. A confidence 
measure that yields good mean CP but high CP standard deviation over the test points is likely 
to be producing inaccurate a'FOTAL  estimates locally. 
The concept of local CM performance is illustrated with a stylised example in fig. 4.5. The 
prediction intervals of one standard deviation width are shown for an artificial data set of 
one-dimensional input. Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the prediction intervals computed treating a 2  as 
input-dependent and fig. 4.5 (b) using constant o. Here the true data noise variance is input- 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic illustration of the concept of local CM performance. The observed mean cover-
age for both CMs has similar absolute deviation from the nominal value (68%), however; 
CM (b) is much worse locally. This is indicated by larger CP standard deviation. 
dependent, so intervals (a) follow the local variations in uncertainty better than (b) and are 
clearly more realistic. Both CMs exhibit similar observed CP mean (both approximately 4% 
from the nominal value). This is because locally bad uncertainty estimates (see fig. 4.5 (b)) 
may compensate for one another resulting in an overall good observed CP estimate. However, 
CM (b) exhibits a larger CP standard deviation, indicating poorer local performance. 
In this stylised example the CP standard deviation correctly indicates suboptimal local per-
formance. In section 4.5, the ability of 	to gauge local performance is investigated more 
rigorously, using artificial data of constant and input-dependent noise variance. 
4.4 Experimental setup 
The alternative confidence estimation techniques have been tested on both artificial and real 
problems. For artificial data, the true answer is known and arbitrarily large test sets can be 
constructed. This is impossible for the curl problem, and all real problems, for which data 
collection is time-consuming and expensive. The probabilistic nature of the comparison tools 
means that larger rather than smaller test sets are preferable to approximate asymptotic beha-
viour (i.e. behaviour for infinite sets). 
4.4.1 Network training approach 
All the networks are trained using steepest descent [34] and line search with Brent's algorithm 
[50, 58].  Weight decay with the same (constant) regularization parameter was used. Using more 
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sophisticated methods to choose the regularization parameters value (e.g. evidence framework 
[30] or cross-validation) would probably lead to better generalization performance. However, 
this work is only concerned with comparing a set of confidence estimation techniques on equal 
footing, rather than determining the best possible model for the available data sets. For this 
purpose, using a constant value for the regularization parameter suffices. Moreover, validation 
was not used as it is not used in the approximate Bayesian approach. If it was used in ML train-
ing then this method would suffer the disadvantage of not having seen a significant proportion 
of the data during training. Therefore, all networks were trained for a fixed number of epochs, 
until a sufficient, similar level of learning was achieved. Details of the training procedure can 
be found in App. A. 
In reality a neural network trained on a finite data set suffers from bias and variance error [130]. 
Bias error occurs because the average (over all possible realizations of the data set) function 
learned by the network may differ from the true function. For example, neural networks have a 
tendency to over-smooth the input-output mapping. Variance error occurs because the network 
function may be sensitive to the particular data set at hand. Moreover, variance error may be 
affected by the training regime, the choice of initial weights, etc . To reduce variance error in 
the results of this study, 300 networks were trained and the reported results are the average over 
500 committees formed by choosing networks at random from the pool. Clearly, the results 
still suffer error due to the finite data set, the particular realisation of the artificial data sets, the 
choice of the regularization parameter value, etc. However, a pragmatic choice had to be made, 
taking into account the resources and time available. 
As mentioned in chapter two, committees of networks were used for the non-simulation ap-
proaches (ML and Bayesian). Using committees for the ML and Bayesian methods allows a 
fair comparison with the bootstrap technique to be conducted. Moreover, it is unlikely that 
a single network can ever yield near-optimal results for a real, complex task. The committee 
size was set to 20 networks for all methods. This is a reasonable minimum committee size for 
practical applications where training and query time must be taken into consideration. For the 
ML and Bayesian methods the committee prediction and total variance are given by eq. (2.36) 
and (2.37) respectively. 
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Figure 4.6: The normalised average PDF (graph (a)) and the true data noise standard deviation (graph 
(b)) of the artificial data sets across their first principal component 1(x): 
1(x) = xi + x 2 - 2x3 - 5x 4 + 2x5. 
4.4.2 The artificial data sets 
The artificial tasks are variants of a benchmark problem proposed in [131]. The input is five-
dimensional and the targets are given by 
t = 10 sin (7rx1x2) + 20(x3 - 0.5)2 + lOx4  + 5x5  + e 	 (4.14) 
Each x, is randomly sampled from (0, 1). The errors e have Gaussian distribution with zero 
mean and constant or input-dependent standard deviation o. 
Six artificial data sets are used to investigate performance under different input data density 
configurations (see also fig. 4.6): 
• sets U and CU have uniform PDF, i.e. x 2 is uniformly distributed in (0, 1) for each 
5; 
• set L and CL have higher data density in the region of the input space where data noise 
variance is low; 
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• set M has higher data density in the average data noise variance region, and 
• set R has higher data density in the high data noise variance region. 
In other words, set L for example, contains less training data originating from the input space 
region of high a, values and more data from the region of low cr1. values. This experimental 
setup was chosen to investigate the combined effects of the distribution of training data density 
and the form of the variance of the data noise. Qazaz [17] shows that the bias in the ML cr 
estimate has an effect largely in regions of low data PDF and high data noise. Each training set 
contained 120 examples and a separate set of 10000 examples was used for testing. The regres-
sion and variance hidden layers contained five and one units respectively and the regularization 
parameter was set to 0.01. It is assumed that the network architecture is optimised. In practice, 
this assumption may not be valid for real, small data sets. However, in practice, the assumption 
that the best available architecture is optimum must be adopted when modelling a real complex 
problem because the actual optimum architecture is not and can not be known (due to the small 
data sample). 
Sets CU and CL have constant o (x) = 1 whereas sets U, L, M and R have input-dependent cl, 
given by 
a1.(x) = 2g(l(x)) + 0.05 	 (4.15) 
1(x) = x 1 + x2 - 2x3 - 5x 4 + 2x 5 	 (4.16) 
where gQ is the logistic sigmoid function. Thus, the artificial data sets have constant or input-
dependent data noise variance and various PDF configurations. 
44.3 The curl data sets 
The real data are the paper curl data described in [22]. The data have been collected in the 
Tullis-Russell paper-making plant. Curl is an important paper quality parameter whose value 
can only be measured after manufacture. 
There are 672 input-output pairs available. Ten parameters of the paper production process are 
used as inputs to the neural network. There is one categorical variable, paper grade, which 
can take three values and is encoded using two input units as explained in [22]. Therefore, the 
number of input units increases to eleven. The predictor variables (i.e. input parameters) used 
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to model curl are described in appendix B. 
The first version of the curl model was trained using the largest eight principal components as 
inputs and worked for a particular grade of paper only [22]. Therefore, that data set contained 
only 554 of the available patterns. The current version of the curl model uses all 11 principal 
components and all the available data. In this thesis, both curl sets are used. The eight-input set 
is denoted TR 8 and the eleven-input set TR 11 . In this work the two data sets have been divided 
into training and test sets as follows: 
• The 554 patterns of set TR 8 are divided into two sets of 369 and 185 examples which 
are used for training and testing the model respectively. 
• The 672 patterns of set TR 11 are divided into a training set of 448 patterns and a test set 
of 224 patterns. 
Clearly, both available curl data sets are very sparse. 
Curl prediction was performed in [22] using a committee of networks, under the assumption of 
constant data noise variance. Here, the effect of treating a as a function of the inputs is invest-
igated. The constant variance approach serves as a "baseline" against which the corresponding 
input-dependent a approach is compared. 
As far as set TR 8 is concerned, it was found that one hidden unit is enough to model a 2  while 
nine units were used for modelling the regression. As set TR 11 is the one used to train the 
current curl model, the network architecture used in this study is the same as the one used in 
the curl estimator. The regression is modelled by twelve hidden units and the variance by five. 
The number of hidden units for modelling curl was chosen after extensive experimentation, 
taking into account the experience of previous modelling attempts [22]. For both sets, the 
regularization parameter was set to 0.01 for both the regression and the variance networks 2 . 
2 Set TR 11 was used to train the current version of the curl model using the approximate Bayesian approach with 
EF and input-dependent data noise variance. Thus, the baseline and augmented approximate Bayesian models for 
set TR 11 use variable regularization parameter values as estimated by the EF procedure. 
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4.5 Results 
Results of six comparison studies are presented. The first three comparisons are preliminary. 
Their purpose essentially is to determine the optimum tools to be used for the final three com-
parisons which comprise the main body of this chapter's results. 
The main comparison studies are as follows. First, CMs that treat data noise variance as con-
stant are compared to each other. Then, a comparison study of all the considered CMs under the 
assumption of input-dependent data noise variance is presented. Finally, a comparison study of 
CMs that consider constant data noise to CMs that assume input-dependent noise is performed. 
Since the comparison criterion is the difference of the observed CP from the nominal value, 
the graphs show the absolute difference (observed minus nominal CP) as boxes. Negative 
differences (i.e. cases in which the observed CF value was smaller than the nominal) are shown 
in red colour boxes, while positive differences (i.e. when the observed CF value was higher 
than the nominal) in black colour boxes. All the intervals have nominal coverage of 95% (i.e. 
the interval width is two standard deviations). 
4.5.1 Comparison of the exact to the approximate delta method 
In previous studies it was found that the approximate delta method that uses the outer-product 
approximation to the Hessian performs at least as well as the exact delta method that uses the 
exact Hessian [15]. Since computation of the approximate Hessian is much faster and generally 
more stable than computing the exact Hessian it would be preferable to use the approximate in 
preference to the exact delta in this work. 
Therefore, the exact and approximate delta methods are compared using the CI CP and P1 CP 
metrics. The observed confidence interval coverage probability (CI CP) only concerns the 
model uncertainty estimation component of the confidence measure, i.e. the approximate and 
exact delta methods or the bootstrap technique. Only the observed mean value of the Cl CF 
can be computed as the percentage of the true regression values that lie within the interval. 
Naturally, the CI CP can be computed only for the artificial data sets for which the true regres-
sion is known. Figure 4.7 presents the CI CP results for the data sets used in this thesis. It is 
evident that, on average, the approximate delta method outperforms the exact. In cases where 
the approximate Hessian gives worse results the difference in performance is negligible. 
Methods for assessing confidence estimation performance 
Figure 4.8 presents the P1 CP results for the the two delta methods and the ML and Bayesian 
committees. The observed mean PT CP was computed using the estimated CP method in which 
the CP is first estimated at each test point and then averaged over all test points. The PT CP 
concerns the total standard deviation estimate that comprises a model uncertainty estimate and 
a data noise variance estimate. This time results are reported for the curl sets as well. Note that 
the results for the curl sets should be viewed with caution due to the very small test sets (the 
TR 8 and TR 11 test sets contain 185 and 224 patterns respectively). Again the approximate 
delta method is superior to the exact in most cases. Therefore, in the rest of this work, model 
uncertainty variance for ML and Bayesian networks is computed using the approximate delta 
method. 
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CU CL U L MR 	 CU CL U L MR 
constant var. 	input-dependent var. constant var. 	input-dependent var. 
(C) ML, input dep. variance 	 (d) Bayesian, input dep. variance 
average absolute deviation 
(a) 	(b) 	(C) 	(d) 
Exact 	U 18.6 	13.1 	16.6 	13.1 
Appr. D 8.2 	5.8 	8.7 	4.8 
Figure 4.7: The Cl CP results for each CM and artificial data set computed using the exact and approx-
imate delta methods. The absolute deviation of the observed mean CP from the nominal 
CP (95%) is shown as boxes. Red colour boxes indicate negative difference (observed 
value smaller than the nominal). The table shows the average absolute deviation for all 
sets. 
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CU CL 	U L MR 	TR 8 TR 11 	 CU CL 	U L MR 	TR 8 TR 11 
constant var. 	input-dependent var. curl sets constant var. 	input-dependent var. curl sets 
(c) ML, input dep. variance 	 (d) Bayesian, input dep. variance 
average absolute deviation 
	
(a) 	(b) 	(c) 	(d) 
Exact • 4.2 	3.0 	3.8 	1.8 
L fPr. D 2.7 	2.3 	3.1 	1.6 
Figure 4.8: The P1 CP results for each CM and artificial data set computed using the exact and app rox-
jinate delta methods. The absolute deviation of the observed mean CPfrom the nominal 
CP (95%) is shown as boxes. Red colour boxes indicate negative difference (observed 
value smaller than the nominal). The table shows the average absolute deviation for all 
sets. 
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4.5.2 Comparison of the percentage of covered targets to the estimated coverage 
probability 
As mentioned previously, there exist two methods for computing the observed mean P1 CP: 
The observed mean P1 CP can be computed as the percentage of target values that lie 
within the interval. 
Alternatively, the estimated CP method can be used, This method is more complex but 
leads to the estimation of both P1 CP mean and standard deviation over the test patterns. 
As far as the mean CP is concerned, the two methods can be shown to be almost identical in 
performance. Figure 4.9 presents the results using the two alternative methods. The difference 
in average absolute deviation (observed minus nominal CP value) between the two methods is 
negligible (see tables in fig. 4.9). 
Therefore, in the rest of this chapter, the PT CP is computed using the estimated CP method 
which has the additional advantage of allowing the CP standard deviation to be computed. 
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aver. abs. deviation 
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0' 3 	
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aver. abs. deviation 
ML • 3.1 
Bayes El 1.6 
Bootstrap U 3.1 
CU 	CL 	U 	L 	All 	R 	JR. 	TR 11 
constant variance input-dependent variance cur! sets 
(b) Mean PICP computed using the estimated CP 
 
Figure 4.9: The observed mean P1 CP computed using two alternative methods: (a) the percentage of 
covered targets and (b) the estimated CR The absolute deviation of the observed mean CP 
from the nominal CP (95%) is shown as boxes. Red colour boxes indicate negative dif-
ference (observed value smaller than the nominal). The tables show the average absolute 
deviation for all sets. 
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4.5.3 Comparison of committees to individual networks 
It is well known that a committee of networks generally has better generalization performance 
than the individual networks on average. It would be interesting to compare the CM perform-
ance of committees to that of individual networks. For the non-simulation methods (ML and 
Bayesian), it can be expected that the data noise variance estimate averaged over the committee 
members will be superior to the average estimate of the individual networks. However, as men-
tioned in chapter 2, using committees introduces an extra uncertainty source, the uncertainty 
due to the fact that committee members disagree to a certain degree about the output. This 
uncertainty, called committee uncertainty, is given by 
M 
&COM(X)=[yj(X)—ycOM(X)]/(M-1) 	 (4.17) 
Therefore, this comparative study seeks to establish whether the introduction of an extra uncer-
tainty source has any detrimental effect over the committee CM performance. 
Figure 4.10 shows the Cl CP result for all available artificial data sets and the ML and Bayesian 
techniques using the approximate delta method. Confidence measures considering both con-
stant and input-dependent data noise variance have been used. The total model uncertainty 
variance estimate for the committee is given by 
=<a,(x)>+&oM(x) 	 (4.18) 
where or (x) is the model uncertainty variance estimate for network i. Clearly, the commit-
tee Cl CP is superior to the average individual network performance although the uncertainty 
estimate for committees comprises the average weight uncertainty estimate and the committee 
uncertainty. Therefore, using committees improves confidence estimation performance as far 
as model uncertainty estimation is concerned. 
Figure 4.11 shows the observed mean P1 CP results. As before, the committee estimates per-
form better than the individual network estimates in most cases. The only counterexample is 
sets CU and CL for which the individual networks perform marginally better than the committee 
for CMs (a), (b) and (d). These results demonstrate that, in most cases, the use of committees 
improves rather than degrades CM performance for the ML and Bayesian techniques. 
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CU CL 	U L MR 	 CU CL U L MR 
constant var. 	input-dependent var. constant var. 	input-dependent var. 
(c) ML, input dep. variance 	 (d) Bayesian, input dep. variance 
r average absolute deviation 
(a) 	(b) 	(c) 	(d) 
network U 24.7 21.8 44.3 25.5 
[committee El 8.2 	5.8 	8.7 	4.8 
Figure 4.10: The CI CP results for each CM and artificial data set computed as a committee average 
(white boxes) or an average over individual networks (shaded boxes). The absolute de-
viation of the observed mean CPfrom the nominal CP (95%) is shown as boxes. Red 
colour boxes indicate negative difference (i.e. observed value smaller than the nominal). 
The table shows the average absolute deviation for all sets. 
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CU CL 	U L M R 	TR 5 TR 	 CU CL 	U L M R 	TR 8 TR 11 
constant var. 	input-dependent var. curl sets constant var. 	input-dependent var. curl sets 
(c) ML, input dep. variance 	 (d) Bayesian, input dep. variance 
average absolute deviation 
	
(a) 	(b) 	(C) 	(d) 
network • 5.7 	4.9 	12.9 	4.5 
committee E 2.7 	2.3 	3.1 	1.6 
Figure 4.11: The P1 CP results for each CM and data set computed as a committee average (white 
boxes) or an average over individual networks (shaded boxes). The absolute deviation of 
the observed mean CPfrom the nominal CP (95%) is shown as boxes. Red colour boxes 
indicate negative difference (i.e. observed value smaller than the nominal). The table 
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4.5.4 Comparison of CMs that treat data noise variance as constant 
This work is an improvement of the comparison study performed in [731. The CMs are tested 
on data of both constant and input-dependent actual noise variance. Furthermore, the Cl CP 
and P1 CP metrics are used instead of the evaluation approach employed in [73], where only the 
model uncertainty estimation potential of the methods was tested. The P1 CP metric can also be 
applied to real data as it evaluates the ability to predict targets rather than the true regression. 
Finally, unlike [73], the results for the non-simulation approaches (Ml. and Bayesian) were 
computed using committees of equal size to the bootstrap committee. 
20 
aver. abs. deviation 
ML • 8.2 
Bayes El 5.8 
Bootstrap U 2.6 
CU CL U L M R 
constant variance 	input-dependent variance 
Figure 4.12: The CI CP results for comparison of CMs that consider constant data noise variance. 
The absolute deviation of the observed mean CPfronz the nominal CP (95%) is shown as 
boxes. Red colour boxes indicate negative difference (i.e. observed value smaller than 
the nominal). The table shows the average absolute deviation for all sets. 
The results are shown in figures 4.12 and 4.13. Figure 4.12 shows the results for the CI CF 
estimates. The bootstrap technique yields the most consistent model uncertainty variance es-
timate. This result agrees with the results of [73]. However, note that the bootstrap result always 
overestimates the coverage (as indicated by the colour of the boxes in the graph) while the delta 
result overestimates or underestimates the nominal value. This result is indicative of a possible 
bias in the bootstrap estimate. 
Figure 4.13 shows the P1 CP result. The P1 CP standard deviation is also shown as an error bar. 
For clarity, only the upper part of the bar is shown in the graph. The error bars correspond to 
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input space. Large CP standard deviation means that &TOTAL(x) often diverges from the actual 
value locally. The approximate Bayesian technique exhibits the smallest mean CP deviation 
from the nominal value on average. The bootstrap technique exhibits the best CP standard de-
viation. Therefore, although the bootstrap technique yields the best model uncertainty variance 
estimate, it does not exhibit the optimum total standard deviation estimate, as indicated by the 
P1 CP result. 
As expected, the Bayesian approach outperforms ML on average, although ML does at least 
as well for sets CU, M and R for which the PDF is larger in the high noise region. ML also 
outperforms the Bayesian approach for set CL although this set has a smaller PDF in the high 
noise region. The bias in the ML data noise variance estimate becomes particularly evident for 
set L. 
All methods yield observed coverage close to the nominal for the curl sets. Note that the results 
for the curl sets should be viewed with caution due to the very small test sets. 
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input-dependent variance curl sets 
<ICP -95 1> 	<> 
	
ML • 	2.7 	13.9 
Bayes 	 2.3 	10.8 
Bootstrap U 	3.1 	8.0 
Figure 4.13: The Pt CP results for comparison of CMs that consider constant data noise variance. 
The absolute deviation of the observed mean CPfrom the nominal CP (95%) is shown as 
boxes. Red colour boxes indicate negative difference (i.e. observed value smaller than the 
nominal). The error bars correspond to ±0.5&,P,The table shows the average absolute 
deviation and the average CP standard deviation for all sets. 
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aver. abs. deviation 
ML • 8.7 
Bayes 4.8 
Bootstrap • 2.6 
CU CL U L M R 
constant variance 	input-dependent variance 
 
Figure 4.14: The Cl CP results for comparison of CMs that treat data noise variance as input-
dependent. The absolute deviation of the observed mean CPfrom the nominal CP (95%) 
is shown as boxes. Red colour boxes indicate negative difference (i.e. observed value 
smaller than the nominal). The table shows the average absolute deviation for all sets. 
In this comparison study all the CMs assume that data noise variance is input-dependent. Fig-
ure 4.14 summarises the Cl CP results. As in the case of CMs that treat data noise variance as 
constant (section 4.5.4 and [73]), the bootstrap method outperforms the delta method on average 
in terms of model uncertainty estimation. Again, the bootstrap method always overestimates 
the coverage while the delta method overestimates or underestimates the nominal value. 
Figure 4.15 shows the P1 CP results. The most consistent mean CP estimate is obtained us-
ing the approximate Bayesian approach for regression and a estimation. Again, the bootstrap 
technique exhibits the smallest CP standard deviation. However, on average, it overestimates 
the mean coverage for all sets. The two augmented network approaches yield similar CP stand-
ard deviation. As previously, the Bayesian approach outperforms ML on average, especially 
for set L for which the PDF is low in the high noise variance region and the bias in the ML 
prediction becomes more apparent. Again, all methods achieve observed coverage close to the 
nominal for the curl sets. 
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Figure 4.15: The P1 CP results for comparison of CMs that treat data noise variance as input-
dependent. The absolute deviation of the observed mean CPfrorn the nominal CP (95%) 
is shown as boxes. Red colour boxes indicate negative difference (i.e. observed value 
smaller than the nominal). The error bars correspond to ±0.56, . The table shows the 
average absolute deviation and the average CP standard deviation for all sets. 
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4.5.6 Comparison of constant to input-dependent noise variance CMs 
In [22] the noise in the curl data was treated as constant over input space. Here, the effect of 
treating noise variance as a function of the inputs is investigated. The actual nature of the curl 
data noise variance is, naturally, unknown. In linear least-squares regression there exist various 
tests for detecting heteroscedasticity, i.e. noise variance that is non-constant over the input 
space [66]. In a neural network context, Qazaz [17] shows that for a particular real problem 
improved generalization performance is achieved when the augmented network model is used. 
This suggests that the noise in the data has input-dependent variance. 
As far as the curl sets are concerned, the test MSE results are contradictory. As shown in 
table 4. 1, the ML augmented network committees achieve better test MSE than the correspond-
ing constant variance committees for test TR8 and the Bayesian augmented committees achieve 
better MSE than the baseline for test TR11. In the other two cases, (Bayesian committees for 
Data ML ML Bayesian Bayesian 
Set baseline augmented baseline augmented 
TR8 122.4 121.7 121.8 123.6 
TR 1 1 168.3 169.3 169.1 166.6 
Table 4.1: Average test MSEfor the curl sets using the baseline (constant data noise variance) and the 
augmented network methods. 
set TR8 and ML committees for set TR11) the baseline approach outperforms the augmented 
approach. Therefore, no safe conclusion can be reached regarding the actual form of the data 
noise in the curl data. In any case, it would be dangerous to base any conclusion on gener-
alization performance alone since the test sets for the two curl sets contain only 185 and 224 
examples and determining the best possible generalization performance for each method would 
require a more principled training approach (e.g. trying different regularization parameter val-
ues for each method) than the one followed here. 
Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether any observable change in confidence 
estimation performance occurs when the input-dependent variance approach is used. If this is 
the case then it may be possible to infer the input-dependency of the data noise variance of the 
curl sets by looking at the coverage result of the two approaches. 
For this reason, the performance (in terms of observed P1 CP) of confidence estimation methods 
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(b) Bayesian technique 
constant variance 
input-dep. variance U J 
CU CL 	U L M R 	TR 5 TR H  
constant var. 	input-dependent var. curl sets 
(C) Bootstrap technique 
Figure 4.16: The absolute deviation of the observed mean CP from the nominal value and the CP 
standard deviation for the three CMs, treating o3 as a constant (shaded boxes) or a 
function of the inputs (unshaded boxes). Red colour boxes indicate negative deviation 
(i.e. observed value smaller than the nominal). The error bars correspond to ±0.5o. 
input-dependent. Artificial data sets of both constant and input-dependent true noise variance 
are used to investigate whether a CM exhibits better CP when applied to data whose noise form 
matches the adopted assumption. In other words, if the P1 CP mean and standard deviation were 
sensitive to the true input-dependency of the data noise variance, then methods that assume that 
the data noise variance is constant would outperform methods that assume input-dependent 
noise for sets which were created using noise of constant variance. Likewise, CMs that treat 
noise variance as input-dependent would outperform constant-variance CMs for sets which 
were created using input-dependent noise. 
Fig. 4.16 shows the absolute mean CP deviation (observed minus nominal value) and the CP 
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standard deviation for all the data sets using 
the ML c estimate and the approximate delta method, 
the approximate Bayesian o- estimate and the approximate delta method, and 
the bootstrap technique. 
The dark shaded boxes correspond to CP estimates obtained under the constant a assumption 
and the light shaded boxes to estimates obtained under the input-dependent o assumption. 
Evidently, it is not possible to infer the actual input-dependency of the data noise variance 
by looking at the observed mean CP performance. For instance, using CM (b) the constant 
o methods achieve worse mean CP for sets CU and CL, the sets created using constant a. 
Moreover, occasionally the constant o, methods outperform the input-dependent a 2  methods 
for sets which were created using input-dependent a. For example, set U using CM (a) and set 
L using CM (c). Moreover, in many other cases (for example, CM (a) and set M, CM (b) and 
sets U, L, and CM (c) and sets CL, U, R) the observed mean CP obtained by either approach 
(treating a as constant or input-dependent) is almost identical. 
The failure of the mean CP to discriminate between data sets of constant and input-dependent 
noise level was more or less anticipated. The reason is that, as an average over all test patterns, 
the observed mean P1 CP may be close to the nominal value even if the OrTOTAL estimate is 
locally poor. This is because locally bad effects may compensate for one another, as explained 
in section 4.3.4. 
The standard deviation of the CP over the test patterns &, P  is a measure of local performance. 
Large &, p indicates that the uncertainty estimate is locally bad. For example, the result for set 
L using the bootstrap technique (fig. 4.16 (c)) can be explained in terms of local confidence es-
timation performance. The constant a 2  approach outperforms the input-dependent a 2  approach 
in terms of mean CP, however, it exhibits larger CP standard deviation. This implies that the 
constant variance &TOTAL overestimates the true standard deviation for some test patterns while 
underestimating it for some others. These locally bad estimates compensate for one another, 
giving a misleading, good mean CP estimate. However, the constant a approach yields larger 
even for constant variance sets, especially set CL and CMs (a) and (c). Consequently, the 
CP standard deviation can not reliably gauge local CM performance. 
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actual const. var. input-dep. var. 
variance CM N CM 
constant 2.7 (10.3) 3.0 (8.0) 
input-dep 4.0 (16.9) 4.4 (16.5) 
curl 0.3(11.2) 0.7(11.3) 
(a) Maximum Likelihood 
actual const. var. input-dep. var. 
variance CM M CM 1-1 
constant 3.7 (4.8) 2.5 (10.9) 
input-dep. 2.4 (13.9) 1.5 (16.1) 
curl 0.6 (10.3) 0.8 (8.9) 
Bayesian technique 
actual const. var. input-dep. var. 
variance CM E CM 
constant 4.5 (4.9) 4.4 (4.5) 
input-dep. 3.3 (9.0) 3.3(9-0) 
curl 1.1 (9.0) 1.3 (11.0) 
Bootstrap technique 
Table 4.2: The average absolute deviation of the observed inean P1 CP from the nominal value and 
average P1 CP standard deviation for the comparison of CMs that treat noise variance as 
constant to CMs that consider input-dependent noise variance. 
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This result is summarised in table 4.2 in which the average values of observed CP deviation 
from the nominal value and CP standard deviation are shown separately for sets of constant 
(CU and CL), input-dependent ( U, L, M, and R) and unknown (TR 8 and TR 11 ) true data noise 
variance. The performance of CMs that treat noise variance as constant or input-dependent 
does not depend on the actual input-dependency of the noise variance. Therefore, neither the 
observed mean CP nor the CP standard deviation can be used to reliably distinguish constant 
from input-dependent or sets. 
Conclusions 
As explained in section 4.3.4 adopting the wrong assumption about the input-dependency of 
data noise variance leads to locally inaccurate confidence estimates. It was shown that the P1 CF 
can only assess the overall performance of a CM (i.e. averaged over the entire input space) and 
should not be used to investigate region-dependent effects such as the input-dependency of the 
noise in the data. In other words, the P1 CP cannot be used to investigate the local quality of 
the confidence estimates. 
Following Qazaz [17], the test MSE could be used as a criterion for determining whether the 
input-dependency of the curl data noise. However, the test MSE results achieved by augmented 
and baseline methods for the curl sets are contradictory and no safe conclusion can be reached. 
4.6 Chapter summary and conclusions 
This chapter presented previous CM comparison studies as well as methods for evaluating 
CM performance. CM performance was investigated on artificial and real data sets using the 
common method of computing the observed CI or P1 coverage probability. Ideally, the observed 
mean CP should be near to the nominal value (95% in the case of these experiments). Using 
only the deviation of the observed mean CP from the nominal is inadequate since the mean CP 
can only gauge estimation capability as an average over the input space. The local quality of 
the UTOTAL  estimate can be investigated by computing the CP standard deviation over the test 
points. The CP standard deviation can be computed by first estimating the CP at each test point. 
The delta method with the approximate Hessian was found to be a more consistent estimator 
than the delta method that uses the exact Hessian. This result agrees with results of previous 
studies [15].  Computation and inversion of the exact Hessian is sometimes unstable. This 
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instability inevitably affects the performance of the exact delta estimator. As far as the non-
simulation methods are concerned, the confidence estimation performance of a committee of 
networks was found to be superior to that of the average individual network in the vast majority 
of the cases. 
The best observed mean CP estimate is given by the Bayesian approach with the approximate 
delta method. As expected, the approximate Bayesian approach generally yields better cover-
age than ML, because, unlike ML, it yields an unbiased noise variance estimate. The second 
best observed mean CP estimate is given by the bootstrap method which also exhibits the smal-
lest CP standard deviation and a consistent overestimation of prediction variance. There is 
no significant difference between the augmented network approaches in terms of CP standard 
deviation. 
Overall conclusion 
The local quality of CM performance is particularly important in real ANN applications. Prag-
matically, a CM must be sensitive to the density of the input data and the data noise. Specific-
ally, it is crucial that high noise regions and/or regions of low training data PDF are distinct 
from low noise regions and/or regions of high data PDF. This will be true only if the CM yields 
good local estimates of uncertainty. It is well known that adopting an erroneous assumption 
about the form of noise variance significantly deteriorates local confidence estimation perform-
ance. However, it was found that the performance - in terms of both CP mean and CP standard 
deviation - of constant and input-dependent data noise variance CMs does not match the actual 
input-dependency of the noise in the data. Therefore, it was concluded that metrics based on the 
P1 CP cannot be used to investigate the local quality of CM performance. Different approaches 
to CM evaluation must be sought to investigate local CM performance. 
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A region-dependent approach to 
assessing confidence estimation 
performance 
5.1 Introduction 
The results of chapter 4 showed that the P1 CP metric is not appropriate for evaluating quality 
of the local performance of confidence estimates. In this chapter, a new, region-dependent 
approach to confidence measure evaluation is proposed. The new approach, called classification 
of local uncertainty estimates, manages to capture the local aspect of CM performance. 
The chapter is structured as follows. 
Section 5.2 is an introduction to the concept of region-dependent CM evaluation. 
Section 5.3 describes the CM evaluation algorithm in detail. 
Section 5.4 presents the experimental setup and the heuristic algorithms used to partition the 
input space and define the confidence regions for artificial and real sets. 
Section 5.5 presents results of two comparison studies using the new approach. First, CMs 
that treat noise variance as constant are compared to CMs that treat noise variance as input-
dependent. The second study compares CMs that use the augmented network architecture (ML 
and Bayesian techniques) to CMs that use the conventional network architecture (the bootstrap 
technique). 
5.2 Region-dependent CM evaluation 
The previous chapter showed that the commonly used PT CP metric for CM performance eval- 
uation is inadequate for investigating local performance. The reason is that the P1 CP treats the 
entire input space as a whole. Therefore, local effects are lost in the averaging. In contrast, 
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classification of local uncertainty estimates (CLUES) explicitly quantifies the ability of a CM 
to distinguish regions of interest in the input space, i.e. local performance. 
The CLUES technique aims to meet the practical requirements of a real-world confidence es-
timation system. Such a system should be able to distinguish between reliable and unreliable 
predictions. This can only be achieved if the CM is able to associate high variance with inputs 
originating from high noise, low data density regions and low variance with inputs originating 
from low noise, high data density regions. A CM must therefore yield good local estimates 
of uncertainty (i.e. locally good estimates of the prediction standard deviation). The CLUES 
technique can be used to assess (and compare) CMs on the basis of their local performance, 
rather than their average performance over input space. 
The rest of this section highlights the basic concepts on which the CLUES algorithm is based. 
5.2.1 Partitioning the input space 
A confidence measure can be viewed as a relative measure of the usefulness of the predic-
tion. Prediction confidence for a given test pattern is determined largely by the nature of the 
neighbourhood of the input space in which it belongs, as a confidence measure comprises an 
input-dependent (in the general case) data noise variance estimate and a model uncertainty 
measure (which depends on the training data density) (e.g. [19,23, 30]). The CLUES method 
is based on the idea of partitioning the input space and treating each partition as an independent 
region of interest. 
If an independent, previously unseen, test set is available and the architecture is assumed to 
be optimised, the average absolute prediction error1 <r(x)>= <Iy(x) - ti> for test points 
that belong to a particular region of the input space is indicative of the local error and the 
local uncertainty level. In theory the absolute prediction error contains contributions of both 
sources of uncertainty. However, typically, in regions represented in the training data, the PDF 
is relatively high and the main contribution to the error is data noise variance. For example, 
this assumption is implicitly adopted when data noise variance is estimated using the squared 
prediction errors as targets of a neural network as in [26]. In general, the entire input space 
can be divided into C partitions (which may be disjoint) and the average r(x) of each partition 
evaluated. In fig. 5. 1, this procedure is demonstrated using a one-dimensional data set. The 
'In principle, the average MSE could be used instead of the absolute prediction error. 
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Figure 5.1: The graph shows an one-dimensional data set and the function obtained by an MLP trained 
on the data. Two thresholding bounds (dashed lines) are used to divide the input space into 
three regions with respect to the average absolute prediction error within each region. The 
average absolute prediction error is given for each partition. 
As shown in fig. 5.1, partitions must take into account the actual distribution of data errors 
(or equivalently the distribution of prediction error) across the input space, so that each region 
comprises patterns of similar error magnitude. In a real application, the true distribution of error 
is not known. However, the nature of the application may provide some additional information 
about cr and, more importantly, how data errors are distributed in input space. For example, 
the curl measurement method [22] is more likely to yield large errors when curl is large rather 
than when it is small. Partitions can therefore be defined accordingly. Input space partitions 
must be large enough and they must have approximately equal data density so that the average 
r (x) of the points in each partition is representative of the local uncertainty due to data noise. If 
partitions are too large, detailed information is averaged and lost. If partitions are too small, the 
average r(x) will suffer high variance error due to the small data sample. Naturally, only the 
region of the input space that is represented in the data set is partitioned. New inputs originating 
from unrepresented regions are detected (and rejected) by a novelty detection scheme [18] as 
explained in chapter 3. 
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5.2.2 Confidence levels and confidence classes 
If all the aforementioned requirements are met, the average r (x) of each partition is charac-
teristic of the uncertainty level for that region of the input space. Therefore, each of the C 
partitions corresponds to one of a set of C confidence levels. Test patterns that belong to a par-
ticular partition constitute a confidence class, i.e. they share the same level of confidence. Thus, 
the test set is effectively divided into C confidence classes. This scheme naturally leads to a 
"quantised" confidence measure. The (real valued) prediction standard deviation is quantised 
into C confidence levels. Thus, each network prediction can be assigned a confidence level 
according to the magnitude of its associated estimate of standard deviation TOTAL  In other 
words, the standard deviation estimate is thresholded. For example, a single threshold creates 
two confidence classes (e.g. reliable - unreliable predictions) and two thresholds lead to three 
confidence classes (e.g. high, average and low confidence). The actual threshold values can be 
computed using the average r(x) of the partitions. 
From a practical point of view, a quantised CM (i.e. a confidence index) may be preferable to an 
error bar or standard deviation estimate in many real applications. Representing confidence as 
an index is more intelligible for the non-experts that are likely to be system operators. During 
development of the curl estimation system it was found that the machine operators may prefer 
a confidence index or characterisation (i.e. high, low, average confidence) to a real valued 
confidence measure for reasons of clarity. Therefore, comparing CMs by quantising the real 
valued confidence estimate is consistent with the pragmatic demands of real usage. 
5.2.3 Confidence measures as classification mechanisms 
Local CM performance can be evaluated by checking how well the standard deviation estimate 
matches the variation in prediction error in each of the confidence classes. This is achieved by 
thresholding the standard deviation estimate and assigning the prediction to the first confidence 
class whose characteristic threshold is larger than the aTOTAL  estimate. In other words, the CM 
is treated as a classification mechanism and local performance is quantified by computing the 
classification error. 
Naturally, partitioning the input space and averaging over each partition causes some detailed 
information to be lost. On the other hand, this averaging is a simple way to gauge the local 
performance of a CM. This concession is necessary as the notion "locality" is implicit in MLPs. 
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In contrast, in Radial Basis Function networks locality is well defined and easily incorporated 
into confidence estimation [132, 133]. 
In the following section the CLUES algorithm is described in detail. 
5.3 The CLUES Algorithm 
The CLUES technique uses a CM to classify predictions into one of C confidence classes. 
Each confidence class corresponds to one of C partitions of the input space called confidence 
regions. If a confidence region contains patterns of similar noise level and the average PDF is 
approximately equal for all regions, predictions for patterns belonging to the same region should 
be associated with similar standard deviation estimates. For an artificial data set, partitions of 
the input space can be created within which the PDF and noise variance of the training data 
are approximately equal for all patterns (x, t) that belong to region i. For example, in this 
chapter, the hyper-planes that separate the regions for the artificial data have been chosen by 
thresholding the principal direction of variation for a, and PDF. The details of the partitioning 
approach for artificial data and the real, curl data will be discussed in section 5.4. For the 
moment, it is assumed that the confidence regions and classes have been defined. 
If the C partitions are defined with respect to the distribution of data errors and the average 
PDF is approximately equal for each partition, the average absolute prediction error of each 
region exhibits a trend which characterises the actual error distribution. Therefore, each region 
corresponds to a certain confidence level and the confidence index associated with a new input 
is determined by the region to which it belongs. The average r(x) of the points in partition i 
is denoted by r. The region indices are sorted in order of increasing ri so that r corresponds 
to the region of minimum average prediction error (i.e. highest confidence) and rc to the 
maximum prediction error (i.e. minimum confidence) region. For a given test set, a confidence 
class Ci is defined as the set that contains all test patterns that lie in region i: 
Ci = {xk : c(xk) = i} 	k = 1,...,N 	 (5.1) 
where c(x) is a function that returns the index i of the confidence region in which pattern x 
belongs and Nt is the number of test patterns. 
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5.3.1 Choosing thresholds for the confidence classes 
In order to classify the confidence estimates, each confidence class Ci must be assigned a char-
acteristic standard deviation threshold s. Since classes are sorted in order of increasing r, if 
i<k then r2 <rk and it follows that S<Sk. 
In reality, the choice of thresholds will seriously affect the classification outcome. However, 
the aim is solely to achieve a relative CM comparison on the basis of local performance. In 
other words, it is the relative classification error for different CMs rather than its absolute value 
that matters. Therefore, simple heuristic rules can be used to choose class thresholds. 
The heuristic choice of thresholds used for the results of this chapter is based on the observation 
that the average standard deviation estimate should be approximately proportional to ri for each 
region. Therefore, threshold si separating region i from region i + 1 must be proportional to 
the average of r, and r+i: 
<&(x)> r1+r4.1 
______ • 	 if 	O<i<C 	 (5.2) 
2 
where <&(x)> is the average over all test points of the total standard deviation estimate 
&TAL (x) and <r (x)> the average over all test points absolute prediction error. Thresholds 
8o and sc are defined to have values 0 and oc respectively. A schematic illustration of eq. (5.2) 
is shown in fig. 5.2. 
The term <ô(x) >/<r(x)> serves as a scaling factor. It ensures that the class thresholds are 
of the same magnitude as the cYTOTAL estimates, since the contributions from both uncertainty 
sources to aTOTAL(x)  render the average magnitude of &'ro'rAL(x) typically larger than that of 
r (x). The average standard deviation <&(x) > is computed separately for each CM. In practice, 
two (or more) regression models may be available, i.e. the regression models of the CMs under 
comparison. As the true regression function is unknown, it is reasonable to compute the average 
over the regression models <r(x)> and ri's, and use these averaged values in eq. (5.2) to 
compute the thresholds. 
In this chapter, local uncertainty is evaluated by thresholding the total standard deviation es-
timate aTOTAL(x) = J3 (x) + & (x). An alternative would be to threshold directly the data 
noise standard deviation estimate &. (x). This would alleviate the need for a scaling factor in 
eq. (5.2). However, thresholding the total standard deviation is preferred in order to evaluate 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of the heuristic algorithm for the choice of thresholds for the con-
fidence classes that correspond to the confidence regions shown in fig.  5.1. Thresholds so  
and $3  are defined to have values of 0 and oo respectively. 
and compare the performance of CMs as complete confidence estimation components. 
5.3.2 Classification of confidence estimates 
The next step is to use the thresholds to classify confidence estimates. The real valued confid-
ence estimate aT0TAL (xk) is compared with the class thresholds and pattern x' is classified to 
confidence class i according to the following rule: 
E Si 	iff 	S i _ 1 <0*T0TAL (xk)<si 	 (5.3) 
where Si is the set that contains all points classified as belonging to class C. 
Thus, set Si contains all points whose cTT0TAL  is smaller than si but larger than s e —i. Consider-
ing the prediction probability distribution p(tly(x))  (see fig. 5.3) it is evident that, effectively, 
pattern x k  is classified in class i if and only if the probability that the true value lies in the 
interval 
( y (XI) - s, y(xk) + s) 
is greater than 68% and the probability that the true value lies in 
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Figure 5.3: Schematic illustration of the thresholding principle used to classify predictions according 
to the size of their standard deviation. Pattern x1 is assigned to class 1, pattern x2 to class 
2. 
(y(xk) - 	y(xk) + s—) 
is smaller than 68%. This is because the true value is known to lie in the interval 
(y(xk) - &( x'), y(XI) + &(xc)) 
68% of the time. Thus, 
implies that the probability pi of the true value lying in interval (y(xk) - s, y(xk) + s) is 
greater than 68%. Similarly, 
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implies pj <68%. 
A confidence measure may not classify all or even most of the test points correctly. The standard 
deviation of r(x) around its mean r, for patterns in C2 is substantial and patterns near the 
boundaries may be misclassified. Moreover, it is difficult to choose the optimum thresholds for 
the classes. For these reasons, the classification error is typically large. However, as already 
mentioned, the magnitude of the classification error does not present a problem since the aim 
is to obtain a relative measure of local CM performance. 
For each test pattern, the correct confidence index is determined by its confidence class. Thus, 
if a given CM assigns patterns to some class with the function cm(x) = 1, ..., C the average 




jc(X') - cm(x) I 	 (5.4) 
n=1 
Ecm is called the CLUES error and quantifies the ability of a CM to correctly associate low 
standard deviation estimates with accurate predictions and high standard deviation with in-
accurate ones. More specifically the CLUES error is the average misplacement, in terms of 
confidence regions, for a classified pattern. Ideally, 12cm  should be zero. 
The CLUES algorithm is summarised below. 
Define confidence regions. The C confidence regions must take into account the true 
distribution of errors. The test set is also divided into C corresponding confidence classes. 
Compute class thresholds. Thresholds si are computed using eq. (5.2). 
Compute confidence estimates. Use the CM at hand to obtain an estimate of the pre-
diction standard deviation for each test pattern. 
Classify test patterns. Patterns are assigned to one of C confidence classes using the 
rule of eq. (5.3). 
Compute the CLUES error. Use eq. (5.4) to compute the classification error. 
The procedure for defining the confidence regions and other experimental details are described 
in the next section. 
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5.4 Defining the confidence regions 
The comparison studies presented in this chapter use the same networks as the studies of chapter 
4. As in chapter 4, the reported results are averaged over 500 committees formed by choosing 
networks at random from the pool of 300 trained networks. The committee size is again set to 
20 networks for all methods. 
In the previous chapter, the failure of PT CP to gauge local CM performance was demonstrated 
using artificial data sets of constant and input-dependent o. Here, we apply the CLUES tech-
nique to the same artificial data sets and to the curl data sets. The data sets are described in 
sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. The rest of this section presents the procedure for partitioning the 
input space and defining the confidence regions for the artificial and the curl data. 
5.4.1 Defining confidence regions for the artificial data 
For the purpose of these experiments, the input space is divided into five confidence regions 
which may be disjoint. In general, the number of confidence regions (and confidence levels) 
can be arbitrarily large as long as each region contains an adequate number of data. If a region 
contains few data, the CLUES error will not reflect possible misclassification of those accur-
ately. The regions are chosen such that patterns in a particular region exhibit similar average 
error and training data PDF. 
Model MSE 




Bootstrap  2.3 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5i 
Figure 5.4: The average prediction error per confidence region for artificial data set U using the five 
regression models. 
Partitions for the artificial data are defined by thresholding the direction of maximal variation 
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five inputs: 
1(x) = x 1 + x2 - 2x3 - 5x 4 + 2x5 	 (5.5) 
Regions were defined by thresholding 1(x) using the following heuristic: 
Divide the space into 10 regions by thresholding 1(x) so that each region contains equal 
numbers of test data. 
Compute <r(x)> for the data in the 10 regions and sort regions in order of increasing 
<r(x)>. 
Group the consecutive regions in pairs to form 5 confidence regions. 
Recalculate <r(x)> for each confidence region to obtain r, i = 1, ..., 5. Region indices 
are sorted for increasing r. 
For example, the average absolute prediction error ri for each region is shown in fig. 5.4 for 
set U. The above algorithm leads to regions of approximately equal PDF and was chosen to 
automate region definition and to minimise manual intervention in the procedure. 
Class thresholds are computed using eq. (5.2) using the prediction error estimates averaged over 
the regression models of the CMs under comparison. 
5.4.2 Defining confidence regions for the curl data 
As far as real data sets are concerned, the true distribution of errors is unknown. However, for 
the case of curl, problem-domain knowledge provides an indication of the actual form of a 
through the method used to measure curl [22]. The curl measuring technique assumes that the 
curvature in the paper sample is small. Curl is then taken to be linearly proportional to the length 
of the shadow cast by the paper sheet when illuminated by a light source. This assumption is 
less accurate for large curl values. Large curl values are therefore likely to be corrupted by 
larger errors than are small values. A similar conclusion was reached during development of 
the initial curl model using constant a [22], where it was found that the model is less accurate 
for large values of curl. In principle, this apparent increase in prediction error may also be 
partly attributable to the paucity of data with large curl values, i.e. due to small training data 
density rather than high data noise variance. 
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In this work, the CLUES technique is used to investigate the "measurement-error" hypothesis - 
that the noise variance in the curl data is input-dependent and depends on the curl value. Thus, 
no explicit assumption is adopted about the form that this relationship may take. Partitioning 
the data set based solely on the curl value is inaccurate because the targets are noisy. Such a 
partitioning corresponds to a partitioning of the input space which is unknown since the function 
that governs curl is unknown. However, the CLUES method does not require knowledge of the 
exact partitioning of the input space and partitions defined with respect to curl can be used 
as confidence regions for the curl problem. Therefore, the curl test sets (and input space) are 
partitioned with respect to the curl value as shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
Region Curl Test patterns (%) 
1 0 28 
2 5-10 23 
3 15-25 24 
4 30-45 17 
5 50-85 8 
Table 5.1: Confidence Regions for the TR8 test set. 
Region Curl Test patterns (%) 
1 0 28 
2 5-10 23 
3 12-20 20 
4 25-40 19 
5 45-100 10 
Table 5.2: Confidence Regions for the TR11 test set. 
This particular choice of regions was made because: 
. All patterns with the same curl value must be placed in the same region. 
. The number of patterns per region must be approximately the same. 
. The PDF of patterns in each region must be approximately the same. 
A comparative study based on the CLUES technique will only be meaningful if the chosen 
input space partitioning reflects - with some accuracy - the true distribution of data error. In the 
rest of this section evidence that supports the particular choice of regions is presented. 
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Correspondence of confidence classes to confidence regions 
It can be shown that a partition of the test set with respect to curl corresponds to a particular 
region of the input space by comparing the average Euclidean distance of pattern x' in partition 
C, from all other patterns in the same partition (average local distance <d2 >) to the average 
distance of x' from all patterns that belong in all other partitions Cj, j < > i (average global 
distance <fr >). For a pattern XC  that belongs to C, the local and global distances are given by: 
F' 





_Np > 	iXXii 	 (5.7) 
m 
where .x is a pattern in C2 other than x', xm  is a pattern that does not belong to C2 and P1 is 
the total number of test patterns in partition C1. Subsequently, d1 and f1 are computed for every 
point in C1 and the average over the points gives the average local and global distances (<d2 > 
and <f2> respectively) for region i. 
Region Average local 





1 13.1 13.9 5.7 
2 12.1 11.4 -6.1 
3 10.1 11.0 8.2 
4 6.7 7.5 10.7 
5 3.0 3.8 21.0 
Table 5.3: Average local and global distances for the TR8 curl set partitions. 
Table 5.3 shows the results for the TR 8 test data. The global distance is larger than the local 
distance for all regions apart from region 2. This region contains data with curl ranging from 
5 to 10mm. Interestingly, the two high curl regions (4 and 5) show markedly smaller local 
distances, as indicated by the relative difference (final column in the table). 
Table 5.4 shows the results for the TR 11 test data. The average local distance is smaller than 
the average global distance for all regions although by a smaller degree than before. Therefore, 
for both curl sets the result implies that most patterns of high curl do actually originate from a 
particular region of the input space. 
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1 11.5 12.1 4.9 
2 9.5 9.7 2.0 
3 8.4 8.7 3.4 
4 7.5 7.9 5.0 
5 4.6 4.8 4.2 
Table 5.4: Average local and global distances for the TR1 1 curl set partitions. 
Average prediction error per class 
Fig. 5.5 shows the Tj value per confidence region for set TR8 using the five available regression 
models (i.e. the ML and Bayesian baseline and augmented models and the bootstrap model). 
It is obvious that there is an upward trend in the prediction error for all models. Moreover, the 
Model 	MSE 
-9--- ML Baseline 122.4 
—e-- 	ML 121.7 
Bayesian Bas. 121.8  
--0-- 	Bayesian 123.6 
Bootstrap 119.3 	1' 
0 	5-10 	15-25 	30-45 	50-85 curl 
Figure 5.5: The average prediction error for the confidence regions of the TR 8 curl set. 
r2  values are very similar for all five regression models, suggesting that the increasing trend is 
not a spurious effect. In principle, this trend may be due to increased data noise variance, low 
training data PDF, the presence of outliers or model misspecification. Here, it is assumed that 
the architecture of the curl model is optimised and that no gross outliers exist in the curl sets 
(this assumption agrees with the findings in [21]; however, note that work used a different data 
set). 
Fig. 5.6 shows the r2 value per confidence region for set TR11 and all the available regression 
models. This time the average prediction error for region 2 is marginally lower than that of 
region 1. Thus, the regions are automatically sorted in order of increasing r 2 so that the CLUES 
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-G- Bayesian Bas. 169.1 
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8 	 NPIMM 
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Figure 5.6: The average prediction error for the confidence regions of the TR 11 curl set. 
high curl. 
Average PDF per class 





0.5 0 1 2 3 4 region 
Figure 5.7: The average PDF per confidence region for the curl training sets. 
TR11. There is significant variation in the PDF between regions (particularly for set TR8) but 
this partitioning is an acceptable choice for these small data sets. Although regions of high curl 
contain fewer points, the PDF is larger in the last three regions (regions of average and high 
curl) than in the first two (regions of low curl). This result implies that the increase in prediction 
error can not be wholly attributed to low training data density. 
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5.5 Results 
Results of two comparison studies are presented in this section. First, CMs that treat data 
noise as constant are compared to CMs that consider input-dependent data noise. Then, the 
augmented network methods (ML and approximate Bayesian) are compared to the bootstrap 
technique. These comparisons were conducted in chapter 4 using the PT CP metric and the 
results were inconclusive as far as local performance is concerned. In this chapter they are 
repeated using the CLUES method as comparison metric. 
5.5.1 Comparison of CMs that treat noise variance as constant to CMs that treat 
noise variance as input-dependent 
This study is a repeat of the study in section 4.5.6. The performance of CMs that treat noise 
variance as constant is compared to that of CMs that treat noise variance as input-dependent. In 
section 4.5.6 the PT CP was used as evaluation metric. Here, the CLUES method is used. Thus, 
the CMs are compared on the basis of their local performance. The main goal of this study is 
to investigate whether it is possible to gauge the input-dependency of the noise in the data by 
looking at the CLUES error variations. 
The results are shown in fig. 5.8. The focus is on a comparison of the pairs of constant and input-
dependent a CMs rather than a global comparison across each graph. However, for reasons of 
uniformity, the CLUES error for the curl data is scaled so that the maximum possible error is 
the same for all data sets. The maximum CLUES error is different because the amount of data 
per class differs for artificial and curl data sets. For each CM pair, the thresholds have been 
computed by averaging the absolute prediction error values over the two regression models of 
the CMs under comparison. 
In all cases the input-dependent a ML and Bayesian CMs (fig. 5.8 (a) and (b)) perform better 
only for the input-dependent noise variance sets (sets U, L, M and R). Likewise, the ML and 
Bayesian constant a CMs perform better only for sets of constant true noise variance (sets 
CU, and CL). As far as the curl set is concerned, both the ML and Bayesian CMs achieve 
significantly smaller CLUES error when the input-dependent a 'assumption is used. 
As far as the bootstrap method is concerned, the result is similar. The constant a 2  CMs achieve 
smaller CLUES error for the constant noise variance sets (CU and CL). The input-dependent a 
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(c) Bootstrap technique 
Figure 5.8: The CLUES error for comparison of CMs that consider constant noise variance to 
CMs that use input-dependent noise variance models using the (a) ML, (b) approximate 
Bayesian and (c) bootstrap techniques. 
CMs perform better for sets of input-dependent noise variance (sets U, L, M and R). Again, the 
input-dependent or CM achieves smaller CLUES error for the curl set. However, the difference 
in performance is now smaller than in the case of the augmented network methods owing to the 
properties of the bootstrap algorithm. In the bootstrap method, data noise variance is estim-
ated after regression modelling is completed, using the model residuals as targets for training a 
supplementary network. However, as explained in section 2.4.4, the bootstrap regression estim-
ate is obtained under the assumption of constant data noise variance. Thus, both the constant 
and input-dependent noise variance CMs use the same regression model (and the same model 
residuals), leading to very similar results for the two assumptions. 
The result is summarised in table 5.5 in which the average CLUES error is shown for sets of 
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constant, input-dependent and unknown true data noise variance. 
Conclusions 
The overall conclusion of this comparison study is that, unlike the P1 CP metric (see chapter 4), 
the CLUES method can gauge local performance and can be used to infer the input-dependency 
of the noise in the data. All three methods exhibit better local confidence estimation perform-
ance for the curl data when the input-dependent a method is used. This result supports the 
initial assertion about the dependency of the curl data noise variance on the curl value and 
therefore the input parameters. 
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actual const. var. input-dep. var. 
variance CM PH CM L] 
constant 1.7 2.1 
input-dep 1.3 1.0 
curl 1.1 1.0 
(a) Maximum Likelihood 
actual const. var. input-dep. var. 
variance CM  CM F1 
constant 1.7 1.8 
input-dep. 1.3 1.0 
curl 1.3 0.9 
Bayesian technique 
actual const. var. input-dep. var. 
variance CMLII CM F] 
constant 1.6 1.7 
input-dep. 1.3 1.2 
curl 1.1 1.0 
Bootstrap technique 
Table 5.5: The average CLUES error per category of sets for comparison of CMs that consider constant 
noise variance to CMs that use input-dependent noise variance models. 
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5.5.2 Comparison of augmented network to conventional network architectures 
In the previous study the input-dependency of the curl data noise was established. However, it 
is not clear if any benefits, in terms of local CM performance, arise when the regression model 
reflects the a modelling decision. Therefore, in this study the confidence estimation per-
formance of the augmented network methods is compared to that of the conventional network 
architectures. An analogous study in chapter 4 (section 4.5.5) showed that the approximate 
Bayesian approach is superior in terms of global performance. Here, the CLUES method is 
used to compare the local performance of the ML and Bayesian augmented network methods 
to that of the bootstrap method that uses a conventional network architecture. As before, the 
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Figure 5.9: The CLUES error for comparison of the ML, Bayesian and Bootstrap methods assuming 
input-dependent data noise variance. 
The result is shown in fig. 5.9. For each data set, the thresholds have been computed by aver-
aging the absolute prediction error values over the three regression models of the CMs under 
comparison. For artificial data, the bootstrap method is superior to the augmented methods only 
when the actual noise in the data is constant. The augmented methods are superior for artificial 
sets of input-dependent o as well as set TR8. The Bayesian approach performs best for set 
TR11. The result is summarised in table 5.6 in which the average CLUES error is shown for 
every category of data sets. 
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actual ML Bayes Bootstrap 
variance ii LI U 
constant 2.0 1.8 1.7 
input-dep 1.0 1.0 1.2 
curl 1.0 0.9 1.1 
Table 5.6: The average CLUES error for comparison of the ML, Bayesian and Bootstrap methods 
assuming input-dependent data noise variance. 
Although the difference in performance is small, it indicates that the bootstrap exhibits inferior 
local confidence estimation performance compared to the augmented network methods when 
the actual noise in the data is input-dependent. This failure can be attributed to the assump-
tion implicit to the bootstrap approach, in which regression estimation is performed treating 
data noise variance as constant. The learning rate for the regression weights is therefore con-
stant across input space and high noise regions are overemphasised. This inevitably affects the 
subsequent data noise variance estimation which uses the model residuals. In contrast, the aug-
mented network methods, use an adaptive learning rate (which is inversely proportional to the 
a estimate) for the regression weights. Network resources focus on low noise regions while 
high noise regions are de-emphasised [27]. This regime leads not only to an inherently different 
regression model but to a more realistic or 2  estimate as well. 
Conclusions 
The main conclusion of this comparison study is that taking into account the noise variance 
assumption when modelling the regression as well as the data noise variance leads to improved 
local CM performance. 
5.6 Chapter summary and conclusions 
This chapter presented a new approach to confidence measure comparison called classification 
of local uncertainty estimates (CLUES). CLUES compares CMs on the basis of the local quality 
of their standard deviation estimate. The method has been applied to a number of artificial 
problems of both constant and input-dependent real a and to the real, curl problem. 
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The results for the artificial data (of known true data noise distribution) show that the CLUES 
error reflects the actual distribution of the noise in the data. In other words, CMs that treat 
noise variance as input-dependent yield smaller CLUES error when the actual noise variance is 
input-dependent. Similarly, CMs that treat noise variance as constant outperform (in terms of 
CLUES error) CMs that consider input-dependent noise variance when the actual noise variance 
is constant over input space. Other, commonly used, methods based upon the prediction interval 
coverage probability fail to indicate this because they cannot capture local CM performance. 
As far as the curl sets are concerned, it was found that CMs that treat noise variance as input-
dependent yield smaller CLUES error than CMs that consider constant noise variance. This 
result supports the initial assumption that the noise in the curl data is input-dependent and 
depends on the curl value. 
The CLUES algorithm requires a choice of confidence regions (i.e. partitioning of the input 
space) that reflects - with a certain accuracy - the actual distribution of errors. In order to apply 
the CLUES method to the curl data, a partitioning based on the curl value (target) was used. 
This choice was indicated by the method used to measure curl and supported by the following 
findings: 
The high curl partitions correspond to particular regions of the input space which differ 
from the regions associated with low curl. 
. The average prediction error per partition (for all available regression models) increases 
with curl. 
. As the PDF was found to be larger in the high curl partitions, this trend could not be due 
to low data PDF solely. 
These findings strongly support the hypothesis that data noise variance depends on curl. 
CLUES was also used to compare the performance of CMs that use the augmented network 
architecture (ML and approximate Bayesian) to that of CMs that use the conventional network 
architecture (the bootstrap method which uses a supplementary network for input-dependent a 
estimation). It was found that the augmented network methods outperform - in terms of local 
CM performance - the bootstrap method when the true noise variance is input-dependent. This 
result suggests that, when data noise is input-dependent, a more realistic regression and noise 
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variance model is obtained by estimating y(x) and o(x) simultaneously, using an adaptive 
learning rate for the regression weights, rather than separately, using two independent networks. 
In principle, CLUES may be used for classification problems as well as other (non-MLP) su-
pervised learning models. The disadvantage is that it may only be applied if some a priori 
problem-domain knowledge or intelligent guess about the form of the distribution of data noise 
is available. As far as curl is concerned, the measurement method causes patterns of large curl 
to exhibit higher noise than patterns of low curl. In other similar applications partitioning with 
respect to one or more input variables may be appropriate. 
Confidence estimation for the curl estimator 
The findings of this chapter support the use of one of the augmented network methods for the 
curl estimator, since these methods exhibit better local CM performance than the bootstrap 
method. However, it has been found that the bootstrap method yields the best generalization 
error for the curl set. Although a much more principled training approach is necessary (e.g. 
trying different regularization parameters for each method) to establish the true potential of 
each method in terms of test error, the current test error trends can be accepted as indicative 
of each method's capabilities. This apparent contradiction highlights the trade-off between 
fitting all regions equally well and obtaining a locally accurate CM. In some applications, it 
may be preferable to sacrifice accuracy in high data noise regions in exchange for a better 
regression estimate and CM performance in relatively low data noise regions. For the curl 
problem, we are not only interested in predicting the actual curl value but also in predicting 
whether curl is going to be high or low [22], i.e. a classification problem. Pragmatically, 
predicting whether curl is going to be high or not is more crucial than predicting how high curl 
is likely to be. This is because high curl values (e.g. curl > 30 or 40) are equally undesirable for 
the paper manufacturers [22]. Therefore, loss of accuracy in the (high noise) high curl region 
(in exchange of better local CM performance) is not a major concern. 
For these reasons, an augmented network approach is more appropriate for the curl estim-
ator. The approximate Bayesian approach yields an unbiased cr estimate (see chapter 2) and 
it was found to exhibit better local, as well as global, CM performance than the ML approach. 
Since training takes place off-line, we can use the approximate Bayesian approach although the 
training time required is about thirty times longer than that of the ML approach 2 . Finally, the 
2 The average training times for set TR 8 where about 30 and 1 hour respectively for a single network using a 
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findings presented here suggest that a reasonable modelling decision would be to incorporate 
the dependence of data noise variance on curl in the regression model. This can be done by 
connecting the a (x; u) output unit with the regression hidden units. 
Overall conclusion 
CLUES is a new practical method for comparing confidence estimation techniques on the 
basis of local performance. Using CLUES it was found that CMs that treat data noise vari-
ance as a function of the input achieve better local confidence estimation performance for the 
curl estimation problem, as well as for artificially generated data designed to highlight this. 
Moreover, it was shown that local CM performance improves when the assumption about the 
input-dependency of data noise variance is taken into account not only in modelling the noise 
variance, but in modelling the regression function as well. 
Sun Ultra 10 workstation with a 332MHz processor. 
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Summary and conclusions 
6.1 Project summary 
The overall aim of this project was to compare available confidence estimation methods (con-
fidence measures) for neural networks and identify the most appropriate for use in a neural 
network industrial application, the prediction of paper curl. Three confidence measures were 
chosen as possible candidates: maximum likelihood (ML), the Bayesian approach with Gaus-
sian approximation to the posterior (both backed by the delta method for model uncertainty es-
timation), and the bootstrap approach backed by a supplementary network for input-dependent 
data noise variance estimation. The reasons for this choice were: 
• The chosen methods are commonly used and trusted by ANN researchers. 
• At the time when this work was conducted more complex methods such as the exact 
Bayesian method using Monte Carlo integration and Gaussian processes were too com-
putationally demanding and exceeded limitations set by the industry. 
• The final methods should be easy to retrain by a non expert, preferably without manually 
set parameters. 
Additionally, it was found that prediction and confidence estimation should be preceded by a 
novelty detection scheme that identifies and rejects novel inputs by thresholding the training 
data PDF. This is because techniques for model uncertainty variance estimation are unreliable 
in regions of very low training data density. 
Having thus identified the candidate CM methods, attention was focused on techniques for CM 
performance evaluation and comparison. Two such methods were identified. 
• In the first method, the actual model uncertainty variance is estimated by performing 
a Monte Carlo simulation over different realisations of the same artificial data. This 
approach was not followed here, because of its inherent disadvantages (see section 4.2.2). 
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• The second approach uses the properties of the confidence or prediction intervals (CIs 
or PIs) to evaluate CMs. The observed coverage probability (CP) of the intervals is 
estimated and compared with the theoretical value. A CM exhibits optimum performance 
if the observed coverage probability is consistently close to the theoretical value. 
The CI CP and P1 CF metrics were then used to evaluate and compare the candidate CMs. It 
was found that the CP can only gauge average CM performance over the entire input space. 
Consequently, a new approach to CM performance evaluation was developed to evaluate CMs 
on the basis of their local performance. The comparison studies were repeated using the new 
technique. The insight obtained during this work led to the formulation of a complete confid-
ence estimation approach, appropriate for the curl problem. 
CM comparison using the P1 CP method: summary and conclusions 
In order to assess CM performance a comparative study of the candidate CMs was performed 
using the P1 CP method. This is the most commonly used approach to CM performance evalu-
ation. Performance was assessed using the two first moments of the P1 CP: 
• The P1 CP mean is a global measure of CM performance averaged over the entire input 
space. 
• The PT CP standard deviation over the input space is a measure of the local quality of the 
confidence estimate. 
Using sets of input-dependent as well as constant actual data noise variance, it was found that 
the approximate Bayesian approach supported by the approximate delta estimator yielded the 
most consistent mean CF estimate for both the constant and input-dependent noise variance 
assumptions. However, the CP standard deviation for this approach was larger than the one 
exhibited by the bootstrap technique. 
Subsequently, a second comparison study was performed to compare CMs that treat data noise 
variance as constant to CMs that consider input-dependent data noise. It was found that the 
PT CF can not distinguish the performance of CMs that treat noise as constant from those that 
consider input-dependent noise. The reason is that the P1 CP is an average over the input space 
metric and can not gauge CM performance locally. Therefore, it was concluded that the P1 CP 
can not be used to gauge the input-dependency of the noise in the data. 
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The main conclusions of this work were: 
The approximate Bayesian approach exhibits the most consistent observed mean P1 CP, 
i.e. the best global performance. 
The observed PT CP metric can only be used to assess the averaged quality of the confid-
ence estimate and can provide no information about the local quality of the estimate. 
The CLUES confidence measure evaluation method: summary and conclusions 
Locally good confidence estimation performance is crucial in real applications. Therefore, 
a new CM comparison method, called classification of local uncertainty estimates (CLUES), 
was developed and used to assess local confidence estimation performance. Using artificial 
data, it was shown that the CLUES technique manages to capture the significant difference in 
performance between CMs that treat noise variance as constant and CMs that consider input-
dependent noise variance. 
The method was then applied to the curl data using the assumption that noise in the curl data 
depends on the curl value. This hypothesis was suggested by the method used to measure 
curl and supported by the data at hand. By dividing the curl data into subsets of similar curl, 
it was shown that the high curl subsets correspond to particular regions of the input space 
which differ from regions associated with low curl. Moreover, it was found that the average 
absolute prediction error per partition increased with curl for all available regression models. 
This trend could not be due to low data PDF solely as the PDF was actually larger in the high 
curl partitions. Finally, using the CLUES method it was found that CMs which adopt the input-
dependent noise variance assumption exhibit locally better confidence estimation performance 
for the curl set. 
The CLUES method was also used to compare the performance of CMs that use the augmen-
ted network architecture (ML and approximate Bayesian methods) with that of the bootstrap 
method which uses the conventional network architecture. In terms of local CM performance, 
the augmented network methods outperformed the bootstrap method when data noise variance 
was actually input-dependent. This result suggests that when the noise in the data is input-
dependent (as it is in the case of curl data) more realistic regression and r3 models are obtained 
by estimating y(x) and a, (x) simultaneously in an inter-linked manner, than separately using 
two independent networks. 
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The conclusions of this work were: 
Using the augmented network architecture leads to better confidence estimation locally 
when the noise in the data is input-dependent. 
The noise in the curl data set is input-dependent and increases with curl. 
Confidence estimation for the curl task 
The findings of chapters 4 and 5 suggest the use of an augmented network method for the 
curl estimator. The bootstrap technique was found to be more appropriate for data of constant 
noise variance, and it was shown that the noise in the curl data is input-dependent. However, the 
bootstrap method yielded the best generalisation error for the curl set. This contradiction can be 
viewed as a trade-off between fitting all regions equally well and obtaining a locally accurate 
CM. In some cases, it may be preferable to sacrifice accuracy in high data noise regions in 
exchange for a better regression estimate and CM performance in relatively low data noise 
regions. As far as the curl problem is concerned, loss of accuracy in the high curl region (curl 
> 30 or 40) may not be crucial, since any high curl value is equally undesirable. 
For these reasons, the use of an augmented network technique for the curl estimator is justified. 
The approximate Bayesian method is superior to the maximum likelihood approach because 
it achieves better global and local confidence estimation performance. ML methods have the 
advantage of requiring much shorter training times. Thus, they are more appropriate for ap-
plications in which small training times are crucial, e.g. when training is performed on-line. 
However, training the curl model can be performed off-line. Therefore, use of the approximate 
Bayesian approach is feasible and recommended for the curl estimator. 
Finally, as any model uncertainty variance estimate can fail to identify novel inputs, confidence 
estimation should be preceded by a novelty detection stage which uses the training data PDF to 
identify and reject novel inputs. 
6.2 Contribution: new knowledge in this thesis 
A first, small, contribution is made in chapter 3 where it is shown that the uncertainty estimate 
obtained using the delta or bootstrap methods does not always increase rapidly outside the 
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region of adequate data density. Therefore, a novelty detection stage - based on evaluation of 
the training data probability density function - is recommended before a new input is presented 
to the network. This result is not clearly stated in the relevant literature. 
Chapters 4 and 5 contain the main contributions to knowledge. A novel comparison study of 
CMs for MLPs is presented in chapter 4. This study uses the observed Prediction Interval Cov-
erage Probability (P1 CP) as evaluation criterion. It is the first study of this kind that considers 
the case of input-dependent data noise variance. The results show that Qazaz's approximate 
Bayesian approach [17] outperforms both ML [27] and Heskes's extended bootstrap approach 
[19]. On a different level, it is shown that neither the P1 CP mean nor the P1 CP standard 
deviation can gauge differences between confidence measures that treat data noise variance as 
constant or input-dependent. The PT CP can only be used as a global performance measure, 
over the entire input space. 
Locally accurate confidence estimation is crucial therefore a new approach to confidence es-
timation evaluation is developed in chapter 5. The new approach measures local confidence 
estimation performance. No other similar CM evaluation technique has been reported in the 
relevant literature. The application of this approach to comparing the considered confidence es-
timation techniques leads to interesting conclusions. It is found that confidence measures that 
treat noise variance as input-dependent perform better when applied to the curl data. Therefore, 
the noise in the curl data must have input-dependent variance. This finding is also supported by 
the distribution of data density and model error. Moreover, the bootstrap technique, in which 
noise variance is implicitly considered constant during regression estimation, is found to be 
inferior (in terms of local performance) to methods that actively use the input-dependent noise 
variance assumption during regression estimation. 
6.3 Conclusions and future work 
The over-arching aim of this study was to examine the relationship between the characterist-
ics of data, the network training approach and the optimal confidence estimation technique in 
the context of practical MLP applications. Thus, this thesis examined available methods for 
estimating confidence in neural network predictions as well as approaches to evaluating the 
performance of such methods. Before this project started these issues had received little sys-
tematic study. Therefore, little practical advice concerning confidence measures was available 
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for neural network system designers. 
These issues were studied in conjunction with an industrial application, the prediction of pa-
per curl. It was found that the noise in the curl data depends on the inputs and that both the 
regression and variance models should take this input-dependency into account. The approx-
imate Bayesian approach backed with the approximate delta method is the most appropriate 
choice for the curl model implementation. Finally, the methodology used or developed during 
the course of this work may be applicable not only to curl modelling but also other similar 
real-world problems. 
Further work 
The results presented in this thesis were obtained using two curl data sets. It would be interest-
ing to apply these methods to other real world problems. Other industrial or medical problems 
for which small data sets are available would be of particular interest. More specifically, it 
would be interesting to investigate the extent to which the CLUES algorithm can be used for 
other data sets. 
As far as curl modelling is concerned, the findings of chapter 5 suggest that a reasonable mod-
elling decision would be to directly incorporate the dependence of noise variance on curl in the 
model. This can be achieved by linking the regression hidden units with the variance output 
unit. Training can be performed in two stages. In the first stage an initial curl estimate is ob-
tained while in the second one the whole network is fine-tuned. If this is a valid assumption, the 
above described model will outperform previous ones in terms of generalisation performance. 
Finally, as technology progresses and more powerful computers become available at lower 
prices, more advanced confidence estimation techniques can be used in real system implement-
ations. Therefore, in the following years, it may be necessary to extent this work to more ad-
vanced neural network models and confidence estimation techniques such as the exact Bayesian 





All networks were trained using weight decay regularization. The regularization parameter 
was constant and equal to 0.01 for all regression and variance networks. The only exception 
was the (baseline and augmented) Bayesian networks for set TR11 which were trained using 
the complete EF algorithm in which the regularization parameters values are adapted during 
training. This is because the augmented Bayesian networks for set TR11 form the latest version 
of the curl model. 
The networks were trained for a fixed number of epochs, i.e. without checking for minimization 













CU 25000 160000 25000 35000 40000 
CL 25000 160000 22000 35000 40000 
U 25000 160000 25000 35000 40000 
L 25000 160000 25000 35000 40000 
M 25000 120000 25000 35000 60000 
R 35000 120000 35000 35000 80000 
TI?8 10000 20000 10000 5000 10000 
TR11 10000 50000 10000 10000 10000 
Table A.!: Total number of epochs for each data set and training ,nethod. 
As explained in section 2.4.2 training for the augmented ML approach takes place in two stages. 
The table gives the total number of epochs. Each stage lasts for half of the total number of 
epochs. 
Finally, when training the augmented Bayesian model for set TR8, learning the variance is 
initially delayed for a number for epochs (300). This leads to improved regression learning. 
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The curl data 
The curl data used in this thesis are the data used in previous curl modelling attempts [22, 1341. 
The data were collected in the Tullis Russell paper-making plant. Curl is measured after a reel 
of paper has been manufactured using a sample of paper taken from the end of the reel. The 
paper sheet is cut using a standard template. Subsequently, a shadow is cast (due to the curling 
paper) using a glancing angle light and curl is taken to be linearly proportional to the length of 
the shadow. This hypothesis is less accurate if the degree of curvature in the sample is large. 
Data collection is very expensive in an industrial environment. Therefore, the available data are 
very sparse and there are many missing records. For this reason many of the available examples 
and input parameters had to be scrapped. Eventually, the following ten parameters were chosen 
for curl modelling: 
percentage softwood 
power used to process hardwood - refiner 1 
power used to process hardwood - refiner 2 
percentage broke 
caliper (paper thickness) at the paper machine 
ash content 
moisture content at the paper machine 
porosity measure 
difference between surface moisture levels after topcoat application 
paper grade 
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All these parameters are automatically measured except "porosity measure", which is measured 
by a human operator, and "paper grade", whose value is, naturally, fixed. These parameters 
were chosen for reasons of availability and through experimentation. 
The database contains paper samples of three grades. The "paper grade" symbolic input is 
encoded using two input units as explained in [22]. Therefore, the final number of inputs is 11 
(instead of 12 units that would be necessary if conventional encoding was used). The data are 
then pre-processed using the Karhunen-Loève transformation [35] that extracts the principal 
components of the data. For more details about data collection and pre-processing see [22]. 
The database contains 672 examples. At first, the curl model was developed using the largest 
eight principal components as inputs for the neural network [22]. That version used only 554 of 
the available patterns as it worked only for a particular grade of paper. In this thesis, that data 
set is denoted TR8. The current version of the model uses all the available data and all eleven 
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